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IntroductIon
1. Introduction
The so-called “new media” experiment launched by traditional news 
organizations since the mid-1990s has been going on for nearly two 
decades. Motivated initially by high hopes for market opportunities, 
newspaper firms in the United States and other media markets have 
expended substantial resources digitizing and distributing their content 
online. However, the performance of these ventures has fallen short of 
expectations. Technology, once considered an opportunity, has turned 
into an existential challenge for U.S. newspapers. 
Contrary to general impressions, most U.S. newspapers were not slow 
in adopting Internet technologies for news delivery. The Web did not 
become publicly accessible until 1991. Soon after Mosaic (one of the 
earliest Web browsers) was released in 1993, the Palo Alto Weekly went 
online in January 1994 as the first Web-based newspaper. By May 1995, 
as many as 150 U.S. dailies offered online services—when less than 1% 
of the U.S. population had Web access (Carlson, 2003). The New York 
Times went online in January 1996, and numerous newspapers followed 
suit. By 1999, more than 2,600 U.S. newspapers were providing online 
services (Editor & Publisher Interactive, 1999). However, by 2003, the 
industry consensus was that no business model had been found (Carlson, 
2003). Media scholars also questioned whether online media can survive 
without a viable model and whether there is value to maintaining digital 
media when profitability is not achievable (Kawamoto, 2003). These 
questions pretty much summarized the first decade of online experiments. 
The story could have ended there. But the belief in a digital future was 
so strong that most newspapers continued their online experiments. New 
technological advances one after another reinforced such belief—the 
emergence of post-PC devices (e.g., smartphones, e-readers, and tablets), 
the rise of Web 2.0 technology (e.g., blogs), and the recent staggering 
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growth of social networks. Every technology looks like the next thing, 
where the future of news lies. At the same time, long-term declines in 
print circulation quickened, and “death narratives” surrounding the 
dead-tree edition went viral. 
As newspaper firms were amazed by (and obsessed with) each and 
every digital technology, the recession hit and put many companies in 
serious financial difficulty. Driven primarily by fear and uncertainties 
at this stage, newspaper firms acted upon the unchecked assumption 
about the all-digital future and responded to their financial woes by 
slashing resources for their print product to continue their incomplete 
transition online. As a result, almost all newspaper companies have 
become multiplatform enterprises, managing a cross-media product 
portfolio that includes every platform such as print, Web, e-readers, 
smartphones, tablets, and social media, and emphasizing multimedia 
content such as photos, audio, and video. 
But the truth is, most newspapers are stuck between an unsuccessful 
experiment (for their digital product) and a shrinking market (for their 
print product). Even more embarrassing is the fact that the (supposedly 
dying) print edition still outperforms the (supposedly hopeful) digital 
product by almost every standard, be it readership, engagement, 
advertising revenue, or paying intent. According to Scarborough, a 
research firm collecting readership data for the industry, U.S. newspapers 
reached a total of 67% of American adults through multiple platforms 
including print, Web, and e-editions during a given week, but the 
print product alone covered 61% of American adults within the same 
timeframe (Newspaper Association of America, 2013a), suggesting that 
the Web edition contributed only 6% of total readers who were non-print, 
online-only. Additionally, users are not engaged with the online edition—
throughout the month of November 2012, an average online reader 
spent a total of 39 minutes on a newspaper site, which translates into 
4.4 minutes per visit—the best in recent years (Newspaper Association 
of America, 2012c). It is therefore unsurprising that advertisers are less 
than enthusiastic about placing ads on newspaper sites—the Web edition 
generated 15% of total newspaper advertising revenue, while the print 
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edition accounted for 85%, according to data released by the Newspaper 
Association of America. Note that this is after print advertising revenue 
dropped dramatically from $47.4 billion in 2005 to $18.9 billion in 2012 
(Edmonds, Guskin, Mitchell, & Jurkowitz, 2013). To compensate for 
the substantial loss of print advertising revenue, many newspapers have 
instituted aggressive price increases on their print product (Edmonds 
et al., 2013) and erected paywalls around their online content. More 
than 450 newspapers today are charging users for online news access 
(News&Tech, 2014), but subscription rates for most local newspaper sites 
linger in the single digits (Mutter, 2013). Sooner than most had expected, 
some major metro papers (The San Francisco Chronicle and The Dallas 
Morning News) have put an end to their short-lived paywall experiment 
by the end of 2013. In contrast, more than 44 million Americans are 
still paying for the dead-tree edition during the week (and 48 million on 
Sundays) despite recent price spikes (Newspaper Association of America, 
2012b). To sum up, after 20 years of trial and error, the performance 
of U.S. newspapers’ digital products remains underwhelming. From a 
business perspective, despite all the efforts made, newspaper firms have 
been “exchanging analog dollars for digital dimes” (quoted in Dick, 
2009, para. 1).
Even users get confused. A survey indicated that 55% of U.S. Internet 
users believe traditional media as we know it will not exist in 10 years, 
even though 67% still prefer getting news from legacy media (Harris 
Polls, 2010). This discrepancy between what people believe and what 
they prefer not only illustrates the gap between industry’s trajectory 
and what audiences prefer but also signals a self-fulfilling prophecy in 
the making. When newspaper executives believe the traditional format 
is dying, resources allotted for print products will dwindle, resulting in 
further declines in circulation figures and advertising revenue, which 
serves as further evidence that the print format is dying. In this vicious 
cycle (or “suicide spiral”), newspapers will eventually kill their core 
product through cutbacks and disinvesting (Rosenstiel & Mitchell, 2004). 
What is at stake is, up till this day (and in the foreseeable future), the 
print product has been subsidizing the digital edition. In a 2013 study 
examining the future of print newspapers, a publisher indicated, “Our 
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website wouldn’t exist if we didn’t have the print edition, because it 
wouldn’t make no money.” On the flip side is a million-dollar question 
asked by the researcher: “[W]ould the print product exist without the 
online edition?” “Now that’s a good question and one that I’m sure has 
occurred to everybody in our industry: ‘What if we just didn’t do it?’ We 
are batting our heads against the wall. All the effort that is going into 
the website is hurting the print edition. Could we just not do it? I don’t 
know” (quoted in Tennant, 2013, p. 82).
In retrospect, given the scale of this experiment, the newspaper industry 
could have demonstrated more economic reasoning as opposed to 
wishful thinking during the process. Unfortunately, that was often not 
the case. Most U.S. newspapers entered the digital jungle pretty much 
unprepared. As a result, bad decisions were made, unwise strategies 
adopted, audiences misunderstood, and product quality deteriorated. 
Who’s to blame? Traditionally, U.S. newspapers are never known for 
emphasizing research—they didn’t have to. In addition, online publishing 
has evolved so quickly. Facing a moving target that is difficult to fully 
understand, newspaper managers outsourced their homework to business 
consultants, the most influential of whom is Clayton M. Christensen. His 
disruptive technology thesis (1997) predicts the demise of established 
products and an all-digital future, and served as the theoretical foundation 
behind the aggressive-sounding Newspaper Next project, the biggest 
accomplishment of which, however, was perhaps to intensify the sense of 
crisis among newspaper workers. The industry discourse has centered on 
futurism for years—the future of news, newspapers, and newsworkers, 
or the lack thereof—but discussions are often based on quick reasoning 
by journalists, bloggers, or new media gurus.
What’s missing and much needed is a candid, fact-based review of 
newspapers’ digital struggles. However, the inferior performance of 
the digital product seems to have become an inconvenient truth. “I 
don’t think our industry is honest about the experience on a website,” 
a newspaper publisher said, referring to the page-view game and the 
ineffectiveness of online advertising (quoted in Tennant, 2013, p. 83). 
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And the industry is not always open to ideas. A well-known newspaper 
association, which is supposed to inform its members with research 
relevant to the state of the industry, once declined to publish a research 
synopsis they invited me to write, stating: “Your findings show for 
newspapers moving to digital might not be the best strategy. With so 
many of our members going the route that John Paton’s Digital First 
company is, they fear it will appear like we’re knocking that approach.” 
This anecdote illustrates how “groupthink” might have prevented the 
industry from making better decisions. It also testifies to the importance 
of academic research and the role it can play in helping make sense of 
newspapers’ failing yet still ongoing digital experiment. 
Granted, not all scholarly research offers applied value, and when it 
does, such writings are often scattered in academic journals and thus 
do not reach practitioners in time (if at all) to have real influence on 
journalistic practice. Yet the academic setting allows for more time 
to design a study, analyze data, and identify long-term trends. Most 
importantly, scholarly work benefits from an independent view—
one free from the over-optimistic bias that often sways newspaper 
managers’ judgment in the decision-making process. Therefore, this 
book, as a good-faith academic endeavor, seeks to demystify the 
often misunderstood relationship between old and new media. By 
synthesizing nearly 20 years of academic research, the goal is to 
contribute a better understanding of how audiences respond to digital 
content, a topic we know so little about. 
In that sense, this book is not just about U.S. newspapers or their 
miseries. If we adopt a historical (or futuristic) perspective—such an 
understanding is crucial to human society at large. Because, confronting 
the impact of digital technology, we, as a society, eventually will have 
to determine what to do with old, traditional, analog media forms—
newspapers, magazines, and books—all of which have served as 
important vehicles for content (and culture) for centuries, and the 
demise (or, if as a result of erroneous decisions or a self-fulfilling 
prophecy, “unnatural death”) of any will not be without undesirable 
consequences. 
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As for how the book is structured: Following this introduction, Chapter 
2 discusses two major defining characteristics that have reshaped the 
overall media landscape. The first is information surplus, which depicts 
the oversupply of information and predicts continuing, nonstop declines 
in price in the information marketplace. Also discussed is the rise of 
online news aggregators—sites such as Yahoo News that have severely 
eroded the market share of traditional news providers without producing 
original content. Without fully understanding these factors that have 
changed the dynamics of competition, discussions about the future of 
the news would be missing the point. Chapter 3 analyzes why most 
newspapers, misled by the theory of disruptive technology, responded 
to these changes by expanding their product portfolio to include all 
digital platforms at the expense of quality content and their legacy 
format. Chapter 4 puts forth a “one newspaper, two formats, and four 
audiences” typology of newspaper readerships and synthesizes nearly 
two decades of academic and market research which has documented 
how different audience groups actually respond to news in print and 
digital formats. Also examined is the influence of age on multiplatform 
news consumption. Chapter 5 explores the concept of inferior goods 
and its applicability to online news consumption. It presents a series of 
empirical studies suggesting that users perceive the online edition as 
an inferior alternative to the legacy format and offers three plausible 
explanations—physical, psychological, and biological—for why online 
news, like ramen noodles, is an inferior good. Chapter 6 discusses the 
broken revenue models for the Web—the ineffectiveness of online 
advertising and the recent move to paywalls—and potential problems 
in recent trends such as mobile and social media. Chapter 7 draws nine 
conclusions on U.S. newspapers’ digital struggles and presents them as 
suggestions for newspaper managers hoping to revisit their technology-
driven approach. It also goes beyond business strategy to discuss the 
possibility of print media dying an unnatural death and its profound 
cultural implications, asking: Will digitization marginalize what used 
to take time to produce and consume?
I want to thank the University of Navarra, a research hub for media 
management studies, for offering the opportunity to publish this book. 
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Without your trust and patience, this project could not have been 
undertaken. Special thanks go to my research associates, especially 
those in the Media Economics Research Group at the University of Texas 
at Austin. It has been a pleasure working with all of you. 
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2.  Background: U.S. Newspapers 
and the Changing Competition Dynamics
To make sense of the problems facing U.S. newspapers, it is necessary 
to understand game changers in this new digital landscape, of which 
the most salient and fundamental involves the intense competition 
dynamics online. While it may seem obvious that competition is far 
more intense online than offline, newspaper firms did not seem to 
always “get it,” as reflected in their collective response to increased 
competition.
For example, many interpret the quickening declines in print circulation 
as a sign indicating the death of print media. There is a logical fallacy 
involved in this kind of thinking. On the other hand, the dramatic 
oversupply of news and information online does not seem to be taken 
seriously—instead of securing or pursuing content exclusivity, most 
jump onto the digital bandwagon, believing the key is to increase 
audience reach by expanding distribution channels, which leads to the 
unprecedented, industrywide, and irreversible news commoditization 
process. 
This chapter will first discuss the kind of market in which U.S. 
newspaper firms used to thrive, followed by a demand and supply 
analysis illustrating the present and future states of online competition 
characterized by “information surplus” (Chyi, 2009). In addition, 
the relationship between newspapers and online news aggregators, 
which is often ambiguous and its impact thus being either over- or 
under-estimated in evaluating the competition dynamics, will be 
reviewed. Altogether, the goal is to present an overview of a harsh 
reality facing the U.S. newspaper industry and to suggest a rational 
way of understanding online completion dynamics.
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2.1. U.S. Newspapers as Local Monopolies 
The United States is the largest media market in the world, yet few of its 
print newspapers are circulated nationwide. Among nearly 1,400 daily 
newspapers, only three are national newspapers with nationwide distribution 
in print: The Wall Street Journal, USA Today, and the national edition of 
The New York Times. The rest are all local papers serving narrowly defined 
geographic markets—a U.S. daily newspaper serves an average of 2,972 
square miles (Busterna & Picard, 1993). As a result, circulation levels are 
low. In 2011, the average Sunday circulation was 53,900 and the average 
weekday circulation only 32,143 (Newspaper Association of America, 
2012b). In addition, the majority of U.S. newspapers do not have direct 
competition in their local markets because most U.S. cities are served by 
only one newspaper. The number of U.S. cities with competing newspapers 
dropped from 47 in 1986 to 20 in 2000 (Rodgers, Hallock, Gennaria, & Wei, 
2004), with additional contraction since the death of the Rocky Mountain 
News in Denver and the Seattle Post-Intelligencer in 2009. 
Therefore, most U.S. dailies operate as local monopolies facing minimal 
competition in the information market for audiences. For example, 
as of 1998, nearly three-quarters of local residents in Austin, Texas, 
reported reading the print edition of the local daily Austin American-
Statesman at least once a week (Chyi & Lasorsa, 2002). In the advertising 
market, newspapers were also facing limited competition within their 
local franchise, as early empirical research documented relatively clear 
market segregation between daily newspapers and national media such as 
daytime or evening network TV, spot TV or radio, magazines, newspaper 
supplements, and outdoor (Busterna, 1987). Therefore, “the market 
shares controlled by metro dailies [were] envied by marketers of other 
products” (Picard & Brody, 1997, p. 43). 
2.2. Information Surplus
While most U.S. newspapers acted as local monopolies in the print world, 
the competitive dynamics online are very different. The Internet offsets 
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local newspapers’ longtime competitive advantage by transcending 
geographic boundaries and allowing readers to consume news and 
information from infinite sources. 
Too Much Information even at the Price of Zero
In media history, the growth of media choices has been the norm 
(Fidler, 1997), and so is the fact that media have always competed 
for audiences’ time and attention. For example, the decline in news 
consumption started in the 1960s as the first TV generation grew up 
(Mindich, 2005). And the term “information explosion” (Rudd & Rudd, 
1986, p. 304) is often used to refer to a sharp increase in the supply of 
information since the 1980s. 
However, it is the Internet, with its capacity for distributing digitized 
content at minimal cost, that pushed information supply to a new 
height—from “information explosion” to “information surplus,” 
from “information abundance” to “information overabundance,” 
from “there ain’t no such thing as a free lunch” to “information has 
to be free.” 
It was pointed out as early as 1998 that the proliferation of online content 
was challenging the orthodox assumption of scarcity in economics 
(Ghosh, 1998). Between 2000 and 2003, the amount of new information 
doubled, and the amount of information on the Web tripled (Varian & 
Lyman, 2003). And that was before Web 2.0 took off.
Since the Web 2.0 era, the amount of user-generated content has been 
growing exponentially. In 2007, Technorati, the popular search engine 
tracking 70 million blogs, reported about 120,000 new blogs and 1.4 
million posts being created worldwide each day, and the blogosphere 
would double its size in about 320 days (Sifry, 2007). YouTube, launched 
in December 2005, was serving more than 100 million videos per day by 
mid-2006 (BBC News, 2006). By 2012, more than 4 billion videos were 
viewed each day (Bullas, 2012).
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Then the diffusion of social networks on multiple platforms including 
mobile devices furthered this trend. Each day, on top of the 500 million 
tweets sent (Twitter, 2013), 300 million photos and more than 500 
terabytes of information are added on Facebook (Tam, 2012). The 
gigantic amount of digital information and the speed at which it is created 
and distributed have redefined the media landscape.
While the amount of information available online is easily observable, 
the consequence of this information revolution is not always as clear. 
The concept of “information surplus,” based on a supply and demand 
analysis, was put forth in 2007 to describe the state where the amount of 
information available far exceeds what users can consume even if they 
want to and even at the price of zero (Chyi, 2009).
Figure 1.1 illustrates the dramatic increase in the supply of information 
over the past two decades. D is the demand curve, which has remained 
relatively stable over time because users have only limited capacities to 
process information given time and attention constraints—that is, 24 
hours in a day, 7 days in a week. 
S1, the original supply curve, represents the level of information supply 
in the pre-Internet era. Then the first wave of technological innovations 
brought about by the World Wide Web together with an increasing 
number of suppliers and the decreasing price of input pushed the supply 
curve to the right, from S1 to S2. As a result, the price drops from P1 to 
P2 and the quantity demanded increases from Q1 to Q2. In other words, 
in the new equilibrium, more information is consumed at a lower price. 
In the subsequent Web 2.0 era, the volume of information that became 
available to users and the speed at which new information was created 
and distributed pushed the supply curve further, to S3, resulting in an 
even lower price (P3) and higher quantity (Q3). 
Finally, the diffusion of social media and mobile devices propelled a 
similar process in which the supply curve easily reached S4. At this 
point, the amount of information supplied exceeds what users can 
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possibly consume, causing a surplus of information. The equilibrium 
price becomes negative—meaning information suppliers can no longer 
charge users but have to pay them instead. This is already the reality. 
Time magazine, for example, charges $15 for a one-year subscription, 
which doesn’t cover the mailing costs, and the subscriber receives an 
electronic weather station clock as a gift, too. 
Looking into the future, the supply curve will continue shifting to the 
right, meaning the gap between information supplied and information 
consumed will only widen. 
Figure 1.1. 
Information Surplus
News Losing Attention Share 
The first and foremost implication of information surplus is: With all 
kinds of information readily accessible, news has to compete with 
everything else—videos on YouTube, music from numerous online 
radio channels, blogs, Facebook and Twitter—for user attention. Most 
importantly, this gigantic information mix consists of not only news but 
also unlimited entertainment content. I often ask my students in class, 
Information
surplus
Quantity
Price S1
D
P1
Q1 Q2 Q3
P2
P3
0
P4
S2
S3
S4
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“How many movies (DVDs or online) or TV shows (in DVRs or online) 
do you have waiting to be watched?” They often shake their heads and 
say, “Hmm ... a lot.” Then I follow up with the second question, “What 
is more attractive to you guys? News or movies?” They will often pause 
for a second and admit sheepishly, “Movies.” These are journalism 
students who aspire to become future news providers, but the appeal of 
entertainment content is so strong that even they are susceptible to its 
lure. In other words, although news consumption is often considered 
socially desirable, news is rarely the most attractive type of content in 
people’s media repertoire.
In fact, news has never had high commercial value (Picard, 2008), 
as evidenced by the fact that it has always been cross-subsidized by 
finance, automotive, home and garden, entertainment, fashion, travel, 
and classified sections due to the difficulty of displaying contextually 
relevant ads (Varian, 2013). Everybody was reading hard news (or any 
news) in the good old days not because they preferred it but because there 
weren’t nearly as many choices.
Today, given information surplus, the decline in the attention share of 
any traditional news media is natural and inevitable. News organizations 
should have recognized the reality and devised strategies to cope with 
this low-price, high-competition information market. Unfortunately, 
the decline in print circulation has been misinterpreted by many within 
and outside the newspaper industry as a sign of its demise. As a result, 
newspaper firms embraced the seemingly progressive digital model, 
which has led to excessive news supply, driving the price all the way 
down to a bottomless pit. 
News Becoming a Commodity 
While the majority of online users already feel overloaded with the 
amount of news and information confronting them (Holton & Chyi, 2012), 
news media organizations worldwide keep producing homogeneous, 
indistinguishable news content 24/7 and distribute it through a plethora of 
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platforms—the Web, e-readers, smartphones, tablets, and social media. 
A search for “iPhone 5” on Google News returned 83,500,000 results 
in 0.23 seconds, but how many stories contribute anything unique? In a 
thought-provoking essay, “Why Journalists Deserve Low Pay,” Picard 
explained why the value of such journalistic work is near zero: “Across 
the news industry, processes and procedures for news gathering are 
guided by standardized news values, producing standardized stories in 
standardized formats that are presented in standardized styles. The result 
is extraordinary sameness and minimal differentiation” (Picard, 2009b, 
para. 22). And ironically, given so much news and information flowing 
around, online adults consider only about one-third of the news content 
produced by the U.S. mainstream media to be relevant or interesting (A. 
M. Lee & Chyi, 2013).
Looking into the simple supply and demand analysis on information 
surplus, it is crystal clear that the solution for news providers does not 
lie in replicating content on digital platforms; jumping onto the digital 
bandwagon because everyone else did only makes things worse. To opt out 
of this disastrous information surplus scenario, content providers should 
focus on product differentiation—producing unique content that users 
consider to be noteworthy. However, this is exactly what most traditional 
news media have not been doing. They have taken a technology-driven 
approach, focusing on digital distribution channels while downsizing 
editorial staff and reducing coverage, which has led to further declines in 
audience share. According to the 2013 State of the News Media report, 
nearly one-third of Americans have gave up on a particular news outlet 
because it no longer provides the news and information they had grown 
accustomed to. Most importantly, quality (reduced thoroughness in stories) 
far outweighs quantity (fewer stories) as the primary reason cited for 
leaving a media outlet (Enda & Mitchell, 2013). 
In sum, given so much content at the price of zero, media organizations 
should focus on quality over quantity, exclusivity over homogeneity, 
genuine “noteworthiness” (A. M. Lee & Chyi, 2013) as opposed to the 
simplistic “our audience is online, so we are online” mentality to compete 
effectively in the marketplace. 
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2.3. The Rise of Aggregators
As if competition were not already intense enough, online news 
aggregators such as Yahoo News and Google News have further eroded 
the attention share newspaper firms used to enjoy. 
News Aggregators Outperform Newspaper Sites
Since metro newspapers typically provide local, regional, national, and 
international news, they have a large number of competitors, including 
sites of local TV channels, national newspapers, and international news 
outlets as well as online news aggregators. In an early study, when 
asked to identify their competitors, metro newspaper sites tended to 
consider “city guide” sites, major search engines’ local versions, or 
other newspaper sites covering nearby areas as their competition (Chyi 
& Sylvie, 2000). Yet the real winner turned out to be online news 
aggregators (e.g., Yahoo News, AOL News, Google News, etc.).  
While newspaper firms are struggling with the economics of their digital 
experiments, online aggregators have become the dominant source of 
online news for American users at both national and local levels. The 
biennial media consumption surveys by the Pew Research Center ask 
regular online news users to name a news site they use most often. In 
2006, the most frequently visited news sites were MSNBC (31%), Yahoo 
(23%), CNN.com (23%), Google (9%), AOL (8%) and FoxNews.com 
(8%)—none of which was affiliated with a newspaper; the most visited 
newspaper sites were NYTimes.com and USAToday.com, with each 
mentioned by 5% of online news users (Pew Research Center for the 
People & the Press, 2006). In 2008, Yahoo became the leading news site. 
In 2010, Yahoo was mentioned by 28% of online news users as their most 
visited news site, followed by CNN.com (16%), Google (15%), and MSN 
(14%). In comparison, about 11% of respondents mentioned local news 
sites, 6% mentioned NYTimes.com, and 2% mentioned online editions 
of the Wall Street Journal or USA Today (Pew Research Center for the 
People and the Press, 2010). In 2012, Yahoo remained the top online 
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news destination, mentioned by 26% of online news users, while 17% 
named Google or Google News, 14% CNN, 13% local news sites, and 
11% MSN. Only 5% named the New York Times, and 2% named the 
Wall Street Journal, USA Today, or the Washington Post. 
While the Pew surveys documented trends at the national level, an 
empirical study (Chyi & Lewis, 2009) compared the market share of local 
newspaper sites with that of online news aggregators in the top 100 local 
markets where comScore Media Metrix collects usage data from its online 
panelists. Based on the 2006 data, Yahoo News was the No. 1 news site 
in 53 of the Top 100 local markets, followed by MSNBC (20), AOL News 
(14), and local newspaper sites (11). In addition, among the top 67 local 
newspapers (with circulation of 100,000 or above), only 13 ranked No. 1 
in their local market. In all the other cases, local newspaper sites were not 
the leading news source in their home market. In fact, these major local 
papers’ Web editions reached only 15% of Internet users in their local 
market. These results suggest that, while local print newspapers enjoy 
monopoly-like status in the local markets, in the online world such market 
power is gravely diminished mostly due to the rise of news aggregators. 
Therefore, to believe that newspapers will gain market power merely by 
becoming more attuned to the Web is oversimplifying the reality.
An Ambiguous Relationship Between Newspaper Sites and 
Aggregators
Yahoo News as a news aggregator has no particular local focus, yet it has 
become the leading online news site in most of the Top 100 U.S. markets. 
In contrast, local newspaper sites, despite their long-term affiliation with 
the local market, do not seem to enjoy any advantage when competing 
with nonlocal players. The question is: Why did newspaper sites lose their 
local franchise on the Web to aggregators like Yahoo News? 
Regarding the dominance of online news aggregators in both 
national and local markets, newspaper firms should take most of the 
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responsibility. Although many working in the field have come to see 
aggregation as a threat to the traditional model of original reporting 
(Chyi, Lewis, & Zheng, 2013), most newspapers chose to work with 
aggregators and to provide content in exchange for audience reach or 
revenue. For example, the Yahoo Newspaper Consortium, an alliance 
between Yahoo and hundreds of U.S. newspapers, started with seven 
newspaper chains representing 176 newspapers in 2006 (Helft & Lohr, 
2006; Saba, 2006) and has since expanded to include nearly 800 local 
papers, or 32% of U.S. daily newspaper circulation (The Newspaper 
Consortium, 2011). Since users may read the stories produced by a 
newspaper on Yahoo News instead of the paper’s own site, such content-
sharing diminishes newspaper sites’ content exclusivity. In addition, 
most aggregators and newspaper sites feature content produced by 
news agencies; for instance, Yahoo, Google and MSN all have licensing 
deals with the Associated Press for publishing content on their websites 
(E&P Staff, 2010; Liedtke, 2010). Thus newspaper sites, which produce 
the original content, are simply delivering a less-than-unique online 
product from the user’s point of view. Using the “department stores 
vs. stand-alone shops” analogy developed by Huang, Yang, and Chyi 
(2013, p. 115), all empirical data suggest most online users consume 
news from established “department stores” (i.e., news aggregators such 
as Yahoo News). 
In other words, it was newspaper firms’ managerial decisions 
that led to the dominance of online news aggregators, which in 
turn accelerated the process in which news became a low-value 
commodity. However, instead of rethinking their strategy with 
partners like Yahoo, some newspaper executives blame Google News, 
which actually links back to newspaper sites without hosting the 
news article, for exploiting and profiting from content produced by 
traditional news media (BBC, 2009; Fraga, 2012; Isbell, 2010). They 
said Google was a “parasite” (quoted in Schulze, 2009), a “content 
kleptomaniac” (quoted in Dawber, 2009), a “digital vampire” sucking 
“newspaper blood” (quoted in Szalai, 2009). Rupert Murdoch also 
asked, “Should we be allowing Google to steal all our copyrights?” 
(quoted in Smillie, 2009). 
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Despite these emotional responses, to this day, U.S. newspapers have 
not properly defined their relationship with online aggregators. Some 
argue that “the only thing worse than being aggregated by Google 
News [is] not being aggregated at all” (Carr, 2012). But in Brazil, a total 
of 154 newspapers, which account for over 90% of Brazil’s newspaper 
circulation, have collectively boycotted Google News since 2012 (Fraga, 
2012). “By providing the first few lines of our stories to Internet users, the 
service reduces the chances that they will look at the entire story in our 
websites,” said Carlos Fernando Lindenberg Neto, president of Brazil’s 
National Association of Newspapers (quoted in BBC News, 2012). This 
collective action may safeguard newspapers’ content exclusivity, if not 
in the long run, then at least in the short run. In Germany and France, 
legislation that would force Google to pay for featuring headlines and the 
first few lines of an article is being considered. In February 2013, Google 
agreed to pay 60 million euros to help French publishers develop their 
business models and offer French media with advertising opportunity at 
reduced cost (BBC News, 2013). 
But the reality is that Yahoo is the dominant news site in the U.S. market 
thanks to its partnership with newspapers. While blaming Google News 
for stealing their content, U.S. newspapers should re-evaluate their 
content partnership with online news aggregators, Yahoo in particular, 
or the dominance of aggregators will only continue.
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3. Misinformed Technology-Driven Strategy
In response to such unfamiliar, harsh competition dynamics, the 
newspaper industry took a technology-driven approach, focusing on 
multiplatform news delivery: “Read the Los Angeles Times on Kindle 
… Leave a comment on a blog about media and marketing from the 
Chicago Sun-Times … Participate in a discussion board hosted by The 
Washington Post about college admissions ... Receive SMS news about 
the Dallas Cowboys from The Dallas Morning News.” Indeed, “it’s hard 
to find a technology that news organizations don’t embrace” (Picard, 
2009a, para. 1). 
Despite investments in every one of these digital platforms, research 
shows that adoption of new devices and platforms is generally restricted 
to a particular group of people as opposed to the general population 
(Chyi & Chadha, 2012), and these digital operations’ business prospect 
is anything but impressive. However, newspaper publishers’ collective 
mentality has been “We don’t want to look old-fashioned,” (Bykofsky, 
quoted in Grove, 2013), and their technology-driven approach has largely 
remained unchallenged till this day. As blind as it may seem, this digital 
strategy is not without a theoretical foundation.
3.1. The Death Narrative
U.S. newspapers’ technology-driven strategy is built upon the belief that 
digital formats will eventually replace their physical, offline product. 
Because print newspapers are dying, the thinking goes, they must 
transition to online to survive, and this belief has been gaining traction 
over time. Take The New York Times as an example. In 2007, when asked 
whether this prestigious newspaper would still be printed in five years, 
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its publisher Arthur Sulzberger, Jr. said, “I really don’t know. … And 
you know what? I don’t care either,” adding, “The Internet is a wonderful 
place to be, and we’re leading there” (Avriel, 2007). That response made 
the headline. Four years later, in a different situation, a similar question 
came up. This time Mr. Sulzberger said, “We will stop printing The New 
York Times sometime in the future, date TBD” (Fallon, 2011). As the 
decline in print circulation and adverting continued, more newspapers 
have adopted such “death narratives,” acting on the assumption that 
their product in the traditional format will die. By 2012, a survey by 
Reynolds Journalism Institute reported that as many as one-third of U.S. 
newspapers envision a time when they will stop publishing the print 
edition (Jenner, 2012). 
But the “newspapers are dying” narrative has been a recurring theme 
in U.S. newspapers’ self-evaluation. Even when newspapers enjoyed 
sustained growth in advertising and circulation revenue in the 1990s, 
closures of afternoon papers and the financial difficulties of some metro 
dailies led many within and outside the industry to the same conclusion 
(Picard & Brody, 1997). It is not surprising that recent declines in print 
circulation and the latest recession also resulted in widespread use of 
death narratives in media coverage, evident in sensational headlines 
such as “Extra! Extra! Are Newspapers Dying?” (Lieberman, 2009), 
“How to Save Your Newspaper” (Isaacson, 2009), “The 10 Most 
Endangered Newspapers in America” (McIntyre, 2009), “Who Killed 
the Newspaper?” (The Economist, 2006), and “Is There Life After 
Newspapers?” (Hodierne, 2009). A content analysis of U.S. newspapers’ 
coverage of their own financial troubles found that more than 1 in 4 
stories used references such as “perish, die, dying, kill,” and the overall 
tone of the coverage was largely negative, indicative of sensationalism 
and uncertainties about the future (Chyi, Lewis, & Zheng, 2012).
Coupled with the pessimistic view about the fate of traditional media is 
the commonly held vision about the Internet being where the future lies. 
Shaping this line of thinking is the concept of “disruptive technology,” 
introduced by Harvard Business School professor Clayton M. Christensen 
(Bower & Christensen, 1995). Christensen later revised the concept as 
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“disruptive innovation” and published The Innovator’s Dilemma in 1997, 
in which he identified a pattern in the business world regarding how large 
firms often fail to survive technological or market changes.
3.2. Theory of Disruptive Technology
The disruption thesis posits that emerging products based on technology 
or innovation that are “cheaper, simpler, smaller, and frequently, more 
convenient to use” (Christensen, 1997, p. xviii) will eventually overtake 
an existing market (Bower & Christensen, 1995; Christensen, 1997). 
Implicit in this thesis is the vision of an all-digital future, which provoked 
collective anxiety in the newspaper industry and guided many newspaper 
firms’ technology-driven strategy. 
According to Christensen (1997) , disruptive innovations emerge in new 
but insignificant markets by presenting a different package of attributes 
unavailable in existing products. Online products such as digital 
textbooks, online retailing, and free e-greeting cards begin competing 
with mainstream, established products (e.g., standard textbooks, 
bricks-and-mortar retailing, printed greeting cards) and eventually 
dismantle incumbents in the market. Large companies tend to ignore 
such competition because the emerging products often only take up a 
small portion of the market in early stages. Consequently, managerial 
negligence (or lack of foresight) almost always leads to failure in devising 
preventive measures against the invasion of disruptive products before 
they gain momentum and sweepingly take over the market. As for how 
to respond to the invasion of disruptive innovations, Christensen (1997) 
offered a number of suggestions: 
1. Early entrance into the new market: Once managers identify a 
disruptive technology, they should determine its significance 
and start experimenting as soon as possible—which, however, 
is usually very difficult for established firms, according to 
Christensen. But managers must act quickly or find themselves 
entering a market full of powerful competitors.
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2. Devaluation of market research on the existing customer base: 
During the process, market research, according to Christensen 
(1997), is seldom helpful because no concrete market exists. 
Managers must personally monitor the progress made by 
pioneering companies and should not rely on the company’s 
established market research operations. 
3. Separation of existing and new business operations: Established 
firms should create small organizations to experiment with the 
disruptive technology and should always keep these spin-offs 
independent from the main organization. Companies must allow 
managers in the disruptive organization to freely experiment 
with the innovation, “even if it means ultimately killing the 
mainstream business. For a corporation to live, it must be willing 
to see business units die. If the corporation doesn’t kill them off 
itself, competitors will” (Bower & Christensen, 1995, p. 53).
In short, successful companies which do not take quick, determined 
actions will perish. The prophecy was so compelling (or “scary,” Andrew 
S. Grove, former CEO of Intel, said in a book cover blurb) that it drew 
substantial attention and became one of the most influential scholarly 
works embraced by corporate managers in diverse disciplines (Danneels, 
2004; Tellis, 2006). And the warning certainly did not go unnoticed in 
the media business (Silverthorne, 2002).  
In 2000, Christensen decided to monetize his insight about innovation 
and founded Innosight LLC, a business consulting firm. Clark Gilbert, 
Christensen’s student at Harvard Business School and a founding 
partner of his consulting firm, examined the relevance of the disruptive 
innovation concept to the newspaper industry in his doctoral work. In an 
interview, Gilbert indicated that “the [newspaper] industry was clearly 
facing a threat of disruption, which was not true for all companies facing 
the Internet” (quoted in Silverthorne, 2002, para. 4). Yet to him, one 
thing unique about the newspaper industry was its sense of crisis. Unlike 
established firms in other industries that had no idea what was happening 
until it was too late, the newspaper industry had recognized and framed 
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the challenges of the Internet as a threat to their core business, and 
managers had committed substantial resources to that threat. But Gilbert 
doubted that newspaper companies were capable of addressing the 
attack of the Internet, asking, “Does recognizing the threat of disruptive 
technology enable [newspapers] to overcome it?” (para. 5).  
Gilbert’s question might sound pessimistic. But before long, in 2005, 
Christensen, Gilbert, and their consulting firm, Innosight LLC (Figure 
3.1), decided to jump in to save the newspaper industry in a project 
known as Newspaper Next: The Transformation Project.
Figure 3.1. 
Innosight’s Web Site
3.3. The “Newspaper Next” Project
Newspaper Next (a.k.a. N2) is a project undertaken by the American Press 
Institute (API) and Innosight in September 2005, and its primary aim 
was to transform the newspaper industry using Christensen’s disruptive 
technology/innovation thesis as a theoretical framework. 
The launch of this transformation campaign was described with a 
Hollywood blockbuster analogy. Just as in many of those movies a 
scientist, more often than not in a lab coat, would alert the public of 
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an impending disaster that is about to wipe out humanity (Ellis, 2011), 
Christensen played a similar role in his remark to newspaper managers: 
A powerful wave of disruption is sweeping the newspaper industry, 
but it doesn’t have to be a disaster. There are at least as many 
growth opportunities as threats, and companies that learn to 
think and act like disruptors can not only survive but prosper. The 
Newspaper Next approach gives them the tools they need (quoted 
in American Press Institute, 2006, p. 2). 
Similar rhetoric came from Clark Gilbert: 
These are scary times for newspaper veterans. Hardly a day goes 
by without news about disappearing readers, shrinking revenues, 
declining stock prices, or looming layoffs. … The bad news is 
that when the dust of disruptive change settles, historically even 
the best-run companies typically end up in the loser’s column. … 
There is good news: Lessons learned from past failures can help 
to ensure future triumphs. Even better, newspaper companies have 
real assets to bring to this fight, and a number of emerging industry 
experiments with new products and business models could point 
the way towards future success (Anthony & Gilbert, 2006).
Central to the Newspaper Next project is a 98-page report, “Blueprint for 
Transformation,” released by the API in fall 2006. This project, built on 
Christensen’s theoretical framework, aimed (perhaps overly) ambitiously 
“to develop the innovation tools and processes newspaper companies 
would need to reverse course from decline to growth—a practical method 
that API could teach” (American Press Institute, 2006, p. 4). The report 
itself offers some general suggestions for developing business strategies 
(e.g., spot opportunities, develop solutions, evaluate ideas, and design tests), 
followed by a “game plan” targeting four areas (core products, audiences, 
advertisers, and organization structure) and seven case studies from seven 
newspaper companies (American Press Institute, 2006). The second report, 
“Newspaper Next 2.0: Making the Leap Beyond ‘Newspaper Companies,’” 
was released in early 2008, building upon the first report and offering 
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additional strategic advices to newspaper firms and examples from more 
than 30 case studies (American Press Institute, 2008). 
The entire project, with an expense estimated at $2 million (Ellis, 
2011), attracted the attention of many in the newspaper industry. Steve 
Buttry recalled that he and his colleagues at the API made more than 
100 presentations to newspaper executives, managers, sales reps, and 
journalists at industry conferences, seminars, and workshops throughout 
North America, promoting the solutions outlined in the Blueprint report 
(Buttry, 2011). At least 4,000 executives representing hundreds of 
newspapers attended the all-day workshops, and many more attended 
presentations at conferences or downloaded the reports (American Press 
Institute, 2008).
As Ellis (2011) indicates, many newspapers did experiment with different 
new platforms in trying to reach customers who don’t belong in the 
existing traditional market, as suggested by Christensen and his consulting 
firm. But the profound impact of the project is probably psychological. 
Inundated by the abovementioned fear appeals from Christensen et al., 
most newspaper publishers as well as media gurus were convinced that the 
industry should allocate more resources to digital operations, de-emphasize 
print, and break existing business models. As Carol Ann Riordan, API’s 
vice president of programming during the Newspaper Next campaign, 
put it, “We didn’t want to look at this as a standalone event or standalone 
report. We really wanted to make it the DNA of everything we do at API” 
(quoted in Ellis, 2011). Although most people—participants, observers, 
and critics alike—found the results of the project disappointing (Buttry, 
2011; Ellis, 2011; Jarvis, 2006), it is fair to say that industry discourse 
surrounding disruptive innovation has successfully implanted the vision 
of an all-digital future into the industry’s DNA.
3.4. Collective Anxiety and Irrationality during the Recession
It is therefore not surprising that, when the 2008 recession forced 
newspaper firms to reduce costs, most decided to slash resources on the 
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print side but continued investing in their Web and other digital ventures. 
According to Paper Cuts (2013), a website that tallies newspaper layoffs 
and buyouts, in 2008 nearly 16,000 newspaper jobs disappeared. By the 
end of 2009, nearly 15,000 more newspaper employees had lost their jobs. 
By 2012, the number of full-time professional editorial employees hit 
38,000, a record low since 1978 (Guskin, 2013). To cut the cost further, 
many newspapers, including The New York Times, reduced pages or 
dropped sections from the paper (Pérez-Peña, 2008); others, such as the 
Detroit Free Press, the Detroit News, and more recently the New Orleans 
Times-Picayune, eliminated home-delivery on certain days of the week 
(Tennant & Chyi, 2014). 
What happened to the newspaper industry during the economic 
recession provided further evidence regarding the death of the print 
media anticipated (and even promoted) by disruptive innovation theory, 
pushing the collective anxiety to a new height. However, such fear-
induced mentality was largely irrational, as evidenced by newspapers’ 
coverage of their own financial struggles during the recession. A 
typical news article on newspapers’ financial troubles looks like this 
(Lieberman, 2009):
About 80% of newspaper revenue comes from advertising, and 
the Newspaper Association of America expects those sales to drop 
9.7% in 2009 to $34.2 billion, after falling 16.5% in 2008. 
“Advertising has fallen off a cliff,” says Randy Bennett, senior vice 
president of business development at the NAA. “The question is 
how much of that will come back when things pick up again. And 
the expectation is, certainly not all of it.”
Almost everyone agrees that newspapers must reinvent their 
business models. Experiments include The New York Times’ plan 
to enlist journalism students to help cover some neighborhoods 
in Brooklyn and New Jersey. The East Valley Tribune in Mesa, 
Ariz., recently began to offer free home delivery four days a 
week to neighborhoods with families that appeal to advertisers. 
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Some experts say that it’s time to consider extraordinary measures, 
including government bailouts, to ensure that no community has 
its newsrooms go dark. 
“We need to view journalism in the same way that we view 
libraries and public schools, as absolutely essential to any 
prospering community,” says Theodore Glasser, professor of 
communications at Stanford University. “A lot of good stuff is 
published by newspapers so that public officials see it and act 
accordingly. That’s the power of the press. And that’s the first 
thing being cut.”
Others say not to worry: The Internet and the market will 
empower professional journalists, bloggers and interest groups 
to independently provide all the local news anyone could want.
“There’s going to be an ecosystem, a network of different players 
involved in news for different reasons,” says Jeff Jarvis, who runs 
the City University of New York’s interactive journalism program.
Traditional newspapers won’t be part of the mix, though: They 
“aren’t willing to cannibalize and disrupt themselves,” Jarvis says. 
“It’s too late. … It’s going to be a post-Armageddon rebuilding.” 
In a study that systematically examines major U.S. newspapers’ 
coverage of the newspaper “crisis” during 2008-2010, Chyi, Lewis, and 
Zheng (2012) discussed several key economic and financial indicators 
determining the health of the newspaper industry and assessed the 
quality of newspaper coverage against those indicators. Overall, they 
found such coverage did a poor job in using media economics data and 
failed to present a holistic portrayal of newspapers’ financial troubles. 
Some highlights of their findings:
1. Regarding circulation, the most-watched indicator of newspaper 
demand, most articles focused on short-term changes. However, the 
decline in print circulation is nothing new. Newspaper circulation 
has been decreasing since 1987 (weekday) and 1993 (Sunday) 
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despite a growing U.S. population (Newspaper Association 
of America, 2012b). Within a longer timeframe, newspaper 
penetration has declined steadily at 1-2% each year since 1950 
(Picard, 2008; Picard & Brody, 1997). In a recent speech, Hal 
Varian, Google’s chief economist, also pointed out that newspaper 
circulation reached its peak in 1972, suggesting that most of the 
decline in circulation was due to competition from other media 
such as broadcast TV news and cable news and that the Internet 
was influencing only the last few years (Varian, 2013).
2. Regarding revenue, newspaper coverage also tended to focus on 
short-term changes (or declines) in advertising revenue and ignore 
long-term trends. While newspapers did lose a tremendous amount 
of print advertising revenue in 2008 and 2009, such revenue 
reached an all-time-high in 2000 at $49 billion (Newspaper 
Association of America, 2012a), which, according to Picard (2008), 
is two and a half times as much in real value as in 1950. In other 
words, the industry was in a hyper-performance period before 
the recession hit, which makes the effect of recession look worse 
than it is. In addition, advertising, which once accounted for as 
much as 85% of total revenue (Picard, 2002),1 is not necessarily 
the dominant revenue source for today’s newspapers. This is 
because many newspapers have raised the price of single copies 
and subscriptions significantly, and such moves have reduced 
newspapers’ reliance on advertising. For example, The Dallas 
Morning News raised its seven-day home delivery rate from $21 
to $30 and then to $33.95 per month. It also raised the price of 
single copies from 75 cents to $1 on weekdays and from $2 to $3 
on Sunday (Case, 2009). As a result, advertising accounted for 
54% of total revenue for The Dallas Morning News in 2011, down 
from 78% in 2007. In contrast, the share of circulation revenue 
1  Some 65-75% of revenue comes from display ad sales and 20-35% from 
classified ads.
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went up from 18% in 2007 to 39% in 2011, and that of production 
and distribution increased from 4% to 7% in 2011 (Tennant, 2011). 
3. Regarding profitability, the study documented the extensive use 
of loss or profit statistics in newspapers’ self-coverage during 
the recession, with an emphasis on recent losses, as expected. 
But overall, the newspaper industry has been a highly profitable 
business, with a profit margin reaching 25-35% in the 1990s 
(Picard, 2008). Even after the recession, the newspaper industry 
as a whole remains profitable. In 2011, the industry reported an 
average profit margin of 5%, compared with 6% for the S&P 500 
companies (Soloski, 2013).
In addition, U.S. newspapers’ self-coverage did not provide much 
contextual information. For example, relatively few articles distinguished 
different types of newspapers. The truth is, large metro dailies felt the 
recession more sharply. The majority of smaller papers, in contrast, 
remained relatively healthy (Ahrens, 2009; Tennant, 2013). Moreover, 
the trend of closure of second newspapers in local markets preceded the 
recent “crisis” (Rodgers et al., 2004), and such closures have actually 
contributed to newspaper profitability overall (Picard & Brody, 1997). In 
addition, the newspaper industry is not the only medium suffering from 
a shrinking audience; other media, broadcast TV in particular, have lost 
more of their audience (Farhi, 2008)—during the past three decades, 
network evening newscasts have lost about 1 million viewers per year, 
with total viewership dropping from 52.1 million in 1980 to 22.3 million in 
2009 (Pew Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2010). Also, newspapers 
were not the only industry hit hard by the recession, and newspapers in 
many other countries continued to thrive (Levy & Nielsen, 2010). In short, 
the problems facing U.S. newspapers were not as dramatic or universal 
as newspaper journalists have assumed (Chyi et al., 2012). As for why 
newspaper journalists overreacted and exaggerated the “crisis” facing their 
industry, the answer lies in the sourcing patterns that privileged the views 
of newspaper management over external research or readers by a wide 
margin; managers genuinely believed that their industry was dying because 
the Internet was disrupting their dinosaur business, or so were they told. 
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This unprecedented anxiety was contagious. Soon, even those outside the 
industry started worrying about the future of the newspaper and how to 
save it. For example, John F. Kerry convened a Senate panel on the future of 
journalism in 2009, at which he called newspapers an “endangered species” 
(Miga, 2009). Later that year, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) held a 
workshop to explore “how the Internet has affected journalism” (Federal 
Trade Commission, 2009) and whether the government should support 
struggling newspapers through cross-ownership deregulations and special 
tax treatment (Kendall & Catan, 2009).  
To sum up, while some newspapers’ financial troubles were certainly 
real (for a detailed account of the causes of those troubles, see Soloski, 
2013), framing them in the “life and death” terms was exaggerating 
the situation. As Robert Picard indicated, publishers and journalists 
“are running around arguing the sky is falling. And they’re making 
the situation appear far worse than it is” and thus became their own 
worst enemy (quoted in Lieberman, 2009, para. 9). Indeed, newspapers 
covered the “crisis” of their industry much more than television news 
outlets covered theirs (Roodhouse, Delli Carpini, Lee, & Venger, 2009). 
The conclusion is: part of the newspaper “crisis” was constructed by 
newspapers themselves, and such irrationality was obviously rooted 
in fears, exemplifying the strong influence of Christensen’s theory 
imposed upon newspaper practitioners through projects like Newspaper 
Next.The good news is, as of 2014, all of the “10 most endangered 
newspapers”—the  Philadelphia Daily News, the Minneapolis Star 
Tribune, the Miami Herald, the Detroit News, the Boston Globe, the 
San Francisco Chronicle, the Chicago Sun-Times, the New York Daily 
News, the Fort Worth Star-Telegram, and the Cleveland Plain Dealer—
are still up and running.  
3.5. Problems of Disruptive Technology Theory
As compelling and influential as is, Christensen’s disruptive technology/
innovation thesis has a number of weaknesses, raising questions about 
its clarity, its predictive power, and its generalizability. 
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From a theoretical perspective, scholars questioned the definition of 
disruptive technology, or the lack thereof (Danneels, 2004; Tellis, 
2006). In a comprehensive critique, Danneels (2004) asked a long list of 
questions, including: what makes a technology disruptive, how to identify 
a disruptive technology, whether a technology is inherently disruptive 
(or subject to the perceptions of the firms confronted), and at what point 
in time a technology becomes disruptive (only when it displaces market 
incumbents?). These questions suggest the vagueness of the key concept 
in that theory. In addition, Danneels points out that while Christensen 
stated that “disruptive technologies are usually simpler, cheaper, and 
more reliable and convenient than established products” (quoted in 
Danneels, 2004, p. 249), these characteristics may not be necessary, 
defining characteristics of disruptive technology.
In addition, Christensen did not justify how and why he chose the 
cases presented in his book (Tellis, 2006), all of which (unsurprisingly) 
supported his argument. This led to doubts about the predictive 
validity of his theory. Danneels (2004) asked whether it is possible 
to tell if a technology will be disruptive, ex ante. This is a legitimate 
question because Christensen’s argument is based on historical case 
studies, but “hindsight is always 20/20” and “the real challenge 
to any theory, especially if it is to be used managerially, is how it 
performs predictively” (Danneels, 2004, p. 250). Other criticism 
includes the arbitrary pairing up of a disruptive technology and an 
established technology as well as the overgeneralization that the 
former will replace the latter. In criticizing Christensen’s argument 
that microcomputers as the cheap, inferior, disruptive technology 
eventually supplanted the minicomputer, technology writer John 
Dvorak said, “The microcomputer was never a ‘less expensive’ and 
‘inferior’ replacement for minicomputers. It was a more expensive and 
superior replacement for calculators and slide rules. It was never used 
‘instead of’ a minicomputer (or mainframe for that matter) but ‘in 
addition to’” (Dvorak, 2004). Given the central argument presented 
by Christensen is the disruption of established firms by technological 
changes, the lack of predictive tests makes it problematic to even 
consider his thesis a “theory.” 
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Another major issue concerns the theory’s generalizability. Based on 
case studies of certain industries (e.g., the hard disk drive industry and 
the mechanical excavator industry), the theory was extended to describe 
and predict technological changes in many other areas such as online 
banking, retailing, and media industries, raising concerns about its 
external validity (Danneels, 2004).  
The applicability of the disruptive innovation theory in media industries 
is indeed questionable. Around the same time Christensen’s book The 
Innovator’s Dilemma came out, Roger Fidler released a different view on 
the evolution of mass media in his book Mediamorphosis: Understanding 
New Media. Also working from historical observations, Fidler (1997) 
points out that the relationship between any new and existing media is 
characterized by “coevolution and coexistence rather than sequential 
evolution and replacement” (p. 24). In addition, each new form of 
communication has evolved from its origins as a recognizable extension 
of an earlier form into a distinct form. It takes time for a new medium 
to cross this “bridge of familiarity” to achieve creative uses (p. 16). 
Going back further in time, as early as 1913 Wolfgang Riepl, a German 
newspaper editor, suggested that new, advanced types of media never 
replace the existing modes of media. To date, this rule of thumb, known 
as Riepl’s law, still holds true (De Waal & Schoenbach, 2010). Both 
Fidler’s mediamorphosis thesis and Riepl’s law, although not as “scary” 
as Christensen’s prophecy, provide an alternative view on the course of 
media revolution. 
Despite the failure of the Newspaper Next project, Christensen and 
Clark Gilbert have remained active at conferences, reiterating the 
disruptive innovation approach with a more critical voice. In March 
2011, Christensen addressed a conference attended by media industry 
leaders, suggesting that traditional firms often look toward easy solutions 
to their problems, but change emerges from a forward-looking way of 
thinking about a company’s future as opposed to simply projecting out 
from historical data about performance. Once again, he suggested media 
firms create completely independent digital operations, saying that hybrid 
products often ended in failure by trying to maintain legacy businesses 
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while experimenting with innovations (Glenn, 2011). His view was 
echoed by his former student Clark Gilbert during the same conference, 
who became the CEO of Deseret Media in Salt Lake City: “The second 
you think there is a hybrid relationship, good luck with that, because it 
is just not going to work” (quoted in Glenn, 2011).
Most recently, in the keynote speech at the 2013 International 
Symposium on Online Journalism, Gilbert said only 9 percent of 
companies survived the challenge of disruptive innovation. Talking 
about the Newspaper Next project, he said that surprisingly few 
newspaper firms followed their counsel about setting up a separate 
business, blaming the incumbent business for seeing the world through 
the lens of their existing business and for failing to see the new, unique 
opportunity of disruptive innovation “even though that may be obvious 
to everyone else” (Gilbert, 2013). 
Gilbert’s hindsight reminds me of Jeff Jarvis’s criticism of the Newspaper 
Next project back in 2006, “They’re trying to reshape newspapers but 
I think they should be more aggressive and imagine the world after 
newspapers and figure out how to get news there. They need to get out 
there and work with the nonnewspaper people” (Jarvis, 2006, para. 2). 
In the same post, Jarvis complimented Rupert Murdoch’s innovative 
approach—acquiring MySpace. As opposed as Jarvis and Gilbert may 
seem, both blame newspapers for not being progressive enough. And 
most interestingly, the industry, so lost in its own digital ventures, chose 
to embrace such progressivism even more.    
Against this backdrop, the progressive-sounding “digital first, print 
last” strategy attracted substantial attention in the post-recession era. 
John Paton, CEO of the Journal Register Company, in explaining the 
gist of his approach, said, “Stop focusing on print,” “Focus on the 
future and the future is not Print,” “Stop listening to Newspaper people. 
We have had nearly 15 years to figure out the web and, as an industry, 
we newspaper people are no good at it. No good at it at all. … And, I 
would point out … put the Digital people in charge—of everything” 
(Paton, 2010).
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At this point, nothing is easier than blaming newspaper firms for not 
having acted more aggressively. Yet, what if newspapers were indeed 
more aggressive (whatever that means)? What if the fault is not in the 
newspaper industry but in Christensen’s theory and its impracticality? 
While the digital music model was often perceived as a success, when 
did we see a music label successfully transforms itself into a technology 
firm? Given the size and the local nature of typical U.S. newspapers, it 
is unrealistic to expect them to transform from the content business into 
the technology business or to compete effectively with online giants 
such as Google or Yahoo without taking industrywide actions. The truth 
is, as noted in the 2011 State of the News Media report, multiplatform 
newspaper firms have become increasingly reliant on aggregators and 
social networks to help draw audiences and must follow the rules of 
platform owners to get their content delivered. What’s worse, each new 
player takes a share of the revenue and, in most cases, also controls 
audience data (Rosenstiel & Mitchell, 2011). 
To sum up, struck by the promise of the Internet and the (actually 
inevitable) decline on the print side, the newspaper industry mistakenly 
picked up a “life and death” frame and devised a seemingly progressive 
strategy that emphasizes technology but ignores fundamental aspects of 
their business (such as content and audience demand). In Dvorak’s words, 
“One problem in our society is the increasing popularity of false-premise 
concepts that are blindly used for decision making” (2004, para. 12). Yet 
strategies should be based on rational economic analysis as opposed to 
guesswork or wishful thinking. 
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4. Demystify Multiplatform Audiences 
Frankly, for a revolution that is so profound and moves at such a rapid 
pace as we’ve witnessed during the past 20 years in digital media, 
no one, not even experts or the most intelligent visionaries, could 
have completely foreseen its path. The only way to learn about what’s 
going on in the market is through trial and error and accumulating 
empirical evidence along the way, hoping that a clearer picture will 
emerge eventually. In other words, the industry would have benefited 
the most from inductive research—start with observations, collect data, 
detect patterns, and eventually develop generalized conclusions guiding 
managerial decisions.
The Newspaper Next approach, however, is largely deductive. The 
newspaper industry outsourced its homework to some theorists, who 
deductively designed a blueprint for the future, but the chance of making 
mistakes is high.  
Granted, most local newspapers in the U.S., with monopolistic power 
within their geographic market, were never very serious about audience 
research (Lowrey, 2009), which is justifiable based on microeconomic 
theories. What’s surprising is that when confronted with technological 
challenges and intense competition, newspaper firms have not become 
much more customer-oriented. 
Coincidentally (or not), Christensen (1997) explicitly suggested 
established firms not rely on market research because “most marketers 
... have been schooled extensively, at universities or on the job, in the 
important art of listening to their customers, but few have any theoretical 
or practical training in how to discover markets that do not yet exist” 
(pp.165-166). He went so far as to say incumbent firms are “held captive 
by their customers” and therefore miss the boat on disruptive technology 
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(quoted in Danneels, 2004). Perhaps his intention was to encourage 
established firms to focus on future customers, but there is no reason 
a company should drop current consumers while exploring new ones.    
Regardless of why audience research hasn’t been guiding U.S. 
newspapers’ digital strategy, the truth is, most newspaper firms have 
failed to retain their once-substantial reader base in print (Edmonds 
et al., 2013), nor have they developed a self-sustaining business model 
online (Hindman, 2011; McDowell, 2011). Yet empirical research about 
the economics of online news does exist. Specifically, media scholars and 
research centers have been keen observers of the online news business, 
and their approach is largely inductive, free from the overoptimistic bias 
often seen in newspaper managers’ decision-making process. Despite 
the difficulty in accessing audience data from media firms, they have 
examined how news audiences respond to emerging news platforms 
since the mid-1990s and have produced a body of knowledge regarding 
audiences’ preferences, use, and paying intent for digital news that 
carries managerial implications. This chapter revisits and synthesizes 
these research findings, hoping to make sense of U.S. newspapers’ 
online experiments and provide a framework for future research on the 
economics of online news. 
4.1. Traditional vs. New Media: Three Approaches 
Media scholars have long been interested in studying the interaction of 
traditional and online media, but not all approaches aim at addressing 
problems confronting multiplatform media firms’ day-to-day operations. 
Some studies—for example, those driven by communication theories 
such as uses and gratifications—generate limited applied value and are 
outside the scope of this book. What’s relevant here are mostly media 
economics studies that carry practical implications. Since they adopt 
different analytical approaches, here is a brief review of each.
First, a great amount of research examined the displacement effect 
between online and traditional news media at the individual level—
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whether individual users spend less time on traditional media because 
of new media (Dimmick, Chen, & Li, 2004; P. S. N. Lee & Leung, 
2008). Some general findings include: During the startup period for 
Internet use, respondents did not spend significantly less time with 
newspapers (Bromley & Bowles, 1995); Internet users were more 
likely to be newspaper readers (Stempel & Hargrove, 1996; Stempel, 
Hargrove, & Bernt, 2000); online news readers were more likely to 
read newspapers than non-Internet users (Tewksbury, 2003); and online 
news users interested in specific content areas were more likely to 
follow news in the same categories on traditional media than non-users 
(Dutta-Bergman, 2004). Overall, these studies suggested that Internet 
users are more likely to read newspapers than non-Internet users. But 
one methodological difficulty in displacement-effect studies is that 
researchers often have to measure media use in general terms—e.g., 
asking respondents about general newspaper use without specifying 
which newspaper(s). This is especially true when a study analyzes data 
collected through national surveys (like those conducted by the Pew 
Research Center) because, with nearly 1,400 daily newspapers circulated 
in the U.S., it is methodologically challenging to name specific local 
newspapers in a questionnaire, which makes it difficult to observe users’ 
response to various product offerings under one newspaper brand. 
To address this issue, some researchers took a more specific approach, 
by examining the demand relationship between a newspaper’s online 
and print editions. The goal is to determine whether the two products are 
substitutes or complements in economic terms—meaning, other things 
being equal. The most extensive investigation of this kind is perhaps the 
study by Gentzkow (2007). Based on a regression model that includes as 
many as 15 predictors,2 the researcher concluded that The Washington 
Post and washingtonpost.com are substitutes, if all relevant factors 
are controlled for, although the magnitude of the crowding-out effect 
is relatively small compared with some earlier predictions. Despite a 
2  Age, gender, education, income, employment-related variables, political 
orientation, Internet access at work, use of Internet for work-related or 
education-related tasks, high-speed Internet access at home, etc.
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fairly comprehensive model, this study focused on one single newspaper, 
thus generalizability remains an issue. In addition, even if the overall 
relationship between two products can be defined by calculating cross-
price elasticity of demand, how consumers utilize two related products 
is often more complicated than what a single number would suggest. 
For example, music can be consumed in CD or MP3 formats. When 
people download a song instead of buying a CD, the two products 
are substitutes. But when they buy a CD after first acquiring one of 
its songs online, they are complements (Hoskins, McFadyen, & Finn, 
2004). And the same complexity characterizes the relationship between 
a newspaper’s Web and print editions, because similar information is 
published in two formats under one newspaper brand. 
A third approach for studying multiple product items in a newspaper’s 
cross-media portfolio is to simply enumerate demand for individual 
newspapers’ online and print products in a well-defined geographic 
market. Thus the unit of analysis moves away from individual users to 
newspapers, allowing for a holistic examination of the newspaper market 
that carries managerial implications. A number of studies have used this 
approach to clarify the demand relationships between a newspaper’s 
online and print products (Chyi, 2006; Chyi & Huang, 2011; Chyi & 
Lasorsa, 1999, 2002). Conducted in different media markets over time, 
these studies have identified consistent patterns characterizing consumer 
demand for online and print products under one newspaper brand. Before 
we revisit and synthesize such research findings and discuss managerial 
implications, the following section conceptualizes newspaper firms’ 
challenge in managing cross-platform products and presents a typology 
for understanding their multiplatform audiences.  
4.2. A Typology of Multiplatform Newspaper Audiences
As most newspaper companies have evolved into multiplatform media 
enterprises, distributing content through multiple platforms and devices 
(Albarran, 2010), many face challenges managing multiple news products 
under the umbrella of one newspaper brand. This challenge in “product 
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portfolio management” arises when a firm introduces more than one 
product into the market. To successfully manage a cross-media product 
portfolio, media companies must analyze and adapt it to changing market 
conditions, identify primary products and secondary ones based on 
market share and market growth, and focus resources on those that are 
most important to the company (Picard, 2005).
With multiplatform products come multiplatform audiences. Given the 
challenge in managing a cross-media product portfolio, one would think 
newspaper firms would develop sophisticated tools to better understand 
their multiplatform readerships, that is, to zoom in and scrutinize 
different audience segments and how they respond to different product 
offerings. However, that doesn’t appear to be what U.S. newspapers 
have been doing. When facing market complication, they opt for market 
simplification (Chyi, Yang, Lewis, & Zheng, 2010). For example, the 
Audit Bureau of Circulations introduced the “combined online and print 
audience” metric in 2007 (Audit Bureau of Circulations, 2007; Project for 
Excellence in Journalism, 2006), which emphasizes newspapers’ overall 
multiplatform reach and creates the impression that their overall audience 
is growing without highlighting print-side deficiencies (Edmonds et 
al., 2013). While combining online and print readerships may impress 
advertisers in the short term, it is conceptually problematic because one 
cannot assume each online user delivers the same value as a print reader. 
In fact, analysts estimated that it takes several dozen or even more online 
readers (Brook, 2006; Patterson, 2007) to substitute, in terms of adver 
tising revenue, for the loss of a single reader of the print edition. In other 
words, not all readers are created equal. 
To better analyze multiplatform newspaper audiences, this chapter 
presents a typology that defines four distinctive user groups who 
constitute any newspaper’s multiplatform readership. The first step is to 
distinguish local from distant users. 
In the pre-Internet era, a local newspaper served local readers within a 
geographic market with one single product (in print). Online, a newspaper 
technically transcends physical market boundaries to reach readers 
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outside the print market. These “long-distance users” constitute a unique, 
non-print readership (Chyi, 2011; Chyi & Sylvie, 1998, 2001, 2010a). 
Within the local market, a newspaper serves local users, who, unlike out-
of-the market users, have ready access to their local newspaper in both 
print and online formats. Among local users, one may further distinguish 
between 1) print-only users, 2) online-only users, and 3) hybrid users, 
who regularly access their local paper both in print and online.
Based on these distinctions, a typical newspaper serves four types of 
audiences. Figure 4.1 illustrates the “one newspaper, two formats, and 
four audiences” typology of newspaper audiences in print and online, 
which serves as a handy framework for analyzing the appeal of the two 
different newspaper formats among four different reader groups. 
Figure 4.1. 
Typology of Newspaper Audiences Online and in Print
This typology helps make sense of Christensen’s suggestion for the 
newspaper industry. His thesis suggests that disruptive technology usually 
starts in an emerging market (as opposed to the existing, mainstream 
market), so incumbent firms should focus on future customers as opposed 
to current ones. However, since most U.S. local newspapers enjoyed near 
monopolistic power in the pre-Web era as the single newspaper in town, 
Total Online in 
Local Market
Total 
Print
Online-Only
Print-Only
Hybrid
Local
Long-Distance
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serving the majority of people in the local market, the “future customers” 
include 1) people who do not read the newspaper at all—but during the 
heyday of the local newspaper there weren’t that many to begin with, 2) 
online-only readers, who have been the minority in the local newspaper 
market as research shows, and 3) long-distance users, who are truly new, 
unexplored customers delivered by Internet’s boundary-transcending 
capacity—but this opportunity is often ignored by newspaper firms because 
of their local mentality (Chyi, 2011; Chyi & Sylvie, 1998, 2001, 2010a). 
This typology defines a multiplatform newspaper’s four audience groups 
and has been guiding research on newspapers’ online readerships. 
Regarding the between-group differences, one study using online survey 
data collected by Belden Associates from 28 U.S. local newspaper sites’ 
more than 25,000 online users compares local and long-distance users 
in terms of demographics, Internet and site use, and satisfaction with the 
newspaper site. Long-distance users account for more than a quarter of 
these newspaper sites’ online users. Compared with local users, long-
distance users tend to be male, older, better-educated and with higher 
income, more likely to access local sports information from the site, but 
less likely to visit the classifieds areas. They are also more loyal to and 
satisfied with the newspaper site (Chyi & Sylvie, 2010a).
Another study compares hybrid and online-only users from the same 
standpoints (Chyi et al., 2010). Hybrid users outnumber online-only 
users 2-to-1 and are much more likely than online-only users to use the 
newspaper site to get breaking news, entertainment, local sports, buy/sell 
classifieds, job ads, car ads, and real estate information. In other words, 
hybrid users are more active users of the Web edition. For a side-by-side 
comparison of all three groups, see Chyi et al. (2013). 
4.3. Newspaper Readers in the Local Market: Print, Hybrid, 
and Online-Only 
From the media management standpoint, nothing is more important 
than understanding your audiences, because their response to your 
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different product offerings indicates which product is the “cash cow” 
and which is the “problem child” (Picard, 2003, 2005). Existing research 
findings regarding newspapers’ multiplatform readerships have revealed 
consistent, alarming patterns over time, which shed light on U.S. 
newspapers’ digital struggles.   
Early research conducted in the late 1990s (Chyi & Lasorsa, 1999, 
2002) identified three noteworthy patterns regarding newspapers’ online 
and print audiences in the local market: 1) A local newspaper’s print 
penetration is higher than its online penetration—that is, print users 
outnumber online users; 2) The majority of a newspaper’s online readers 
also read its print edition—that is, hybrid users outnumber online-only 
users; 3) Compared with the general public, readers of the online edition 
are more, not less, likely to read the same newspaper’s print edition. 
Specifically, a random-sample telephone survey of more than 800 
residents in 1998 in a local U.S. newspaper market, Austin, Texas, 
documented the following: 1) About three-quarters (74%) of local 
residents reported reading the print edition of the local daily, the Austin 
American-Statesman, at least once a week. In comparison, only 18% 
visited the newspaper’s Web site, known as Austin360.com at the time, at 
least once a week. Initially, the gap between online and print readerships 
was not considered surprising (not even by the researchers themselves) 
given the Internet penetration (65%) at the time of the study. 2) The 
online and print readerships had significant overlap: As many as 83% 
of that paper’s online users also read the its print edition. 3) Print 
penetration among readers of the online edition (83%) exceeded print 
penetration among the general public (74%), suggesting that, compared 
with the general public, online readers were actually more likely to be 
readers of the print edition (Chyi & Lasorsa, 2002). 
Empirical evidence confirming these findings came from non-U.S. 
newspaper markets as well, first in Hong Kong, where more than a dozen 
daily newspapers compete for readership online and offline. A random-
sample telephone survey in 2002 examined major newspapers’ online and 
print readerships adopting the same measure used in the Austin study: 
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Respondents were asked whether they had read a newspaper’s online and 
print editions during the past week. This study (Chyi, 2006) produced 
strikingly similar findings: The top four Hong Kong newspapers’ print 
penetration was much higher than their online penetration, and most 
readers of the Web edition also read the same newspaper’s print edition 
(70% for the Oriental Daily, 62% for Apple Daily, 56% for Ming Pao, 
53% for the Sun)—that is, hybrid users outnumbered online-only users. 
Figure 4.2 illustrates the findings from both studies side by side.
Figure 4.2. 
Newspaper Penetration Among the General Public (%)
Source: Chyi and Lasorsa (2002) and Chyi (2006)
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In addition, print penetration was significantly higher among readers 
of each newspaper’s online edition across the five newspapers in both 
studies (Table 4.1), suggesting that a newspaper’s online readers were 
more, not less, likely to read its print edition. These patterns are indicative 
of the appeal of the print edition among the general public, Web users, 
and users of the online edition, despite these newspapers’ online offerings 
being free.  
Table 4.1. 
Print Penetration Among All, Web Users, 
and Readers of the Online Edition
Print penetration 
(%)
Newspaper
Among 
general 
public 
Among Web 
users 
Among users 
of its online 
edition 
Austin American-
Statesman 74 74 83*  
Oriental Daily 48 48    70***
Apple Daily 40   47*    63***
Ming Pao 18     24**    56***
Sun 15 14    52***
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
In 2009, another study (Chyi & Huang, 2011) examined how one 
newspaper’s online and print readerships relate to each other, also 
adopting the measure from the Austin and Hong Kong studies. Based on 
data collected from a large-scale panel-based online survey of more than 
7,000 Web users in a larger media market, Taiwan, this study revisits the 
aforementioned patterns regarding the relationship between online and 
print readerships by formulating and testing three hypotheses. 
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H1: Within the local market, a newspaper’s print penetration is higher 
than its online penetration, or 
                   Total Online Edition Readers   <   Total Print Edition Readers 
         WU      WU
where WU = the number of Web users
This hypothesis holds true across all four major newspapers under study. 
H2: Within the local market, the majority of the leading newspaper’s 
online readers are also readers of its print edition, or
                                             Hybrid Readers                > 50% 
                      Total Online Edition Readers  
Where hybrid readers = online edition readers who also read the print edition
This hypothesis also holds true, not only for the No.  1 newspaper but 
also for the No. 2 paper circulated in the Taiwan market. 
H3: Within the local market, readers of the online edition are more likely 
to read the same newspaper’s print edition, or
            Total Print Edition Readers   <               Hybrid Readers            
               WU  Total Online Edition Readers
This hypothesis is also supported. 
Therefore, with empirical evidence found in not just one or two but 
three distinct newspaper markets, Chyi and Huang (2011) combined the 
hypotheses and theorized these seemingly universal patterns: 
Total Online Edition Readers < Total Print Edition Readers <             Hybrid Readers            
 GP or WU GP or WU Total Online Edition Readers
where GP = the number of general public
These relationships suggest that, despite extensive content-sharing 
between one newspaper’s online and print products, more local users 
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opt for the print edition over the online edition. In addition, most of those 
who are already using the Web edition are still hanging onto the same 
newspaper’s print edition.
More recent evidence came from a study analyzing data from a 2009 
random-sample national telephone survey of 1,001 U.S. adults (Hargrove, 
Miller, & Stempel, 2011). Table 4.2 translates the results using the 
terminology of this chapter’s multiplatform audience typology. 
Table 4.2. 
Percentage of Readers Who Regularly Read Metropolitan and 
Community Print and Online Newspapers 
%
Metropolitan Community
Online-Only   9   8
Hybrid   6   4
Print-Only 30 32
Neither 56 56
N (328) (181)
Source: Hargrove, Miller, and Stempel (2011)
To test the pattern theorized by Chyi and Huang (2011), simply plug the 
numbers from Table 4.2 into this formula: 
Total Online Edition Readers < Total Print Edition Readers <             Hybrid Readers            
 GP GP Total Online Edition Readers
In the case of metropolitan papers, total online edition readers (hybrid 
plus online-only) make up 15% of the general public. Total print edition 
readers (hybrid and print-only users) make up 36%. And the portion of 
hybrid readers among total online edition readers is 6/15 = 40%. So the 
readership patterns first identified in the 1998 Austin study (which was 
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conducted in the Stone Age of online news) still hold true among the 
general U.S. population in 2009.
Comparing now and then, the only major difference is the significantly 
reduced penetration of the print edition, which, as discussed in Chapter 
2, is an inevitable consequence of 1) information surplus (and therefore 
shouldn’t surprise anyone), 2) all the cost-saving measures U.S. newspapers 
have been taking since the recession, which have affected the print edition 
the most, and 3) the continuing diffusion of high-speed Internet and mobile 
devices. So the dwindling of print readership should not be surprising. Yet 
still 40% of local online newspaper readers read the same paper’s print 
edition, which is not only noteworthy but also revealing, especially if one 
considers the fact that, in 2009, the vast majority of newspapers were still 
giving online news away for free, while print readers had to pay for the 
“dead-tree” edition, and usually at a higher price than in, say, 1998.   
So, for those who believe the print newspaper is dying and are eager to 
jump onto the digital bandwagon, all the empirical evidence suggests the 
opposite. The truth is that the print format has remained competitive in 
relation to the same newspaper’s online counterpart. Not only does the 
audience respond to the print edition more favorably, advertisers vote for 
the print edition with their ad dollars. As of 2012, U.S. newspapers’ print 
editions generated $18.9 billion of advertising revenue; the online editions 
produced $3.4 billion only—the dead-tree edition still accounting for as 
much as 85% of total ad dollars despite dramatic declines since the 
recession (Edmonds et al., 2013). It is crystal clear that the print edition 
has remained the core product, the cash cow, the golden goose, in a 
newspaper’s product portfolio. Unfortunately, the print edition’s stronger-
than-expected performance is too often ignored by newspaper executives.
4.4. “Digital Natives” and the “Dead-Tree Edition”
One of the reasons for underemphasizing the obviously superior 
performance of the print product is that newspaper managers (and 
many others) believe they should be eyeing the future, as suggested 
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by Christensen, among others. The mainstream narrative goes like: 
The future is online because digital natives are online and they would 
never read your old, print newspaper. Therefore, as one publisher puts 
it, “Newspapers need to figure out how to attract young people to their 
Internet sites” (quoted in Graybeal, 2011, p. 95). 
The term “digital natives” was coined by Marc Prensky in 2001 and 
has been used frequently to refer to people who were born after the 
introduction of digital technology (Palfrey & Gasser, 2008; Prensky, 
2001). The idea (actually a myth) is that digital natives, who grow up 
with the technology, understand it better and thus have different (or more 
advanced) media habits. News organizations are thus encouraged to 
follow the lead of tomorrow’s news audience because “the digital natives 
are leading the way—and are way ahead of news organizations” (Yaros, 
2008, para. 3). Along this line of thinking, newspaper people developed 
their digital strategy based on this two-part belief: 1) Only the elderly will 
continue buying the dead-tree edition; 2) The best way to reach young 
readers is through digital channels. 
Part 1 of the mantra is seemingly true, because age is indeed often 
positively associated with newspaper use. For example, 46% of those 
over age 65 report reading a print newspaper yesterday, and only 7% 
of those ages 18-24 do (Pew Research Center for the People & the 
Press, 2010). But age differences in newspaper consumption have 
existed long before the Internet became a mass medium (Edmonds et 
al., 2013; Mindich, 2005). Research showed that young people prefer 
entertainment over news and political information (Prior, 2007) and are 
less likely to find news relevant or interesting than older adults (A. M. 
Lee & Chyi, 2014). When asked to evaluate mainstream news media’s 
coverage of their generation, more than half of millennials—those 
born between the early 1980s and late 1990s—gave news organizations 
a letter of C or below for failing to give them compelling reasons 
to follow the news (Poindexter, 2012). While age has almost always 
been considered one major predictor of news consumption, research 
shows that “news noteworthiness” has a stronger influence on news 
consumption in terms of news enjoyment, newspaper and TV news 
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use, and paying intent for print newspapers (A. M. Lee & Chyi, 2014). 
In other words, to retain young readers by focusing on distribution 
platforms might be missing the point.
Taking into account the plausible influence of age on newspapers’ online 
and print penetrations, Chyi and Huang (2011) tested the aforementioned 
hypotheses among different age groups (19 and under, 20-29, 30-39, and 
40 or over). All the relationships still hold true: Even among the youngest 
age group, the four newspapers’ print penetration was higher than its 
online penetration; most of their online readers in this age group also 
read the print edition; compared with Web users, their online readers in 
this age group were more likely to read the print edition. 
Hargrove, Miller, and Stempel (2011) also examined the influence of 
age on the use of metro and community newspapers’ online and print 
editions. As expected, older respondents are more likely than younger 
ones to read the print edition of the metropolitan newspaper regularly. 
But across all age groups (18-34, 35-54, and 55 and over), the metro 
paper’s print penetration is much higher than its online penetration—for 
example, 11% of those age 18-34 read the online edition, while 30% 
read the print edition regularly. In the case of community newspapers, 
no substantial difference exists: 24% looked at the online edition, and 
22% read the print edition regularly. No sign of digital salvation at all.
If delivering news through the Web is no longer trendy, how about 
smartphones and tablets, where digital natives are? Table 4.3 presents 
the results of a 2012 Pew report on news consumption through mobile 
devices (Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in Journalism, 
2012). The 18- to 29-year-olds were no more likely than those 65 or older 
to use a tablet to get news daily. In addition, they were not any more 
likely to check news on a smartphone than 30- and 40-somethings. In 
other words, even though younger people are more likely to own and use 
mobile devices, they are not more likely to use them for news purposes. 
And when age seems to influence the use of apps on smartphones, the 
pattern is somewhat surprising: 35% of news users 50 and older reporting 
getting news through apps, but only 26% of those under 50 did so (Pew 
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Research Center’s Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2012). And most 
news app users (58%) prefer a traditional, print-like experience (versus 
41% higher-tech features such as interactive, audio, and video content), 
and that preference toward print holds up across all age groups (Pew 
Research Center’s Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2012, p. 4).
Table 4.3. 
Percent of Owners Who Get News on Each Device Daily
%
Age Tablet Smartphone
18-29 years 33 37
30-49 years 38 40
50-64 years 43 31
65+ 32 25
N (2013) (3947)
Source:  Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in Journalism (2012)
More evidence against conceptualizing digital natives like “a separate 
species, forged in the primordial stew of Internet, whose habits are … 
alien to the rest of the country” (Thompson, 2012, para. 1) exists. One 
study examined digital natives’ preference for the print and digital 
formats of their campus newspaper (Chyi, 2013). The rationales of 
studying college newspapers include: 1) the vast majority of college 
newspapers publish in both online and print formats, 2) both formats 
are offered for free, 3) target readers are college students ages 18-22, all 
with Internet access, and 4) college newspapers cover campus life, which 
ensures content relevance (or news noteworthiness). Therefore, if digital 
natives are prone to news in digital formats, they should have dropped 
the print edition of their campus newspaper by 2011. However, results 
collected through a national survey of nearly 200 U.S. college newspaper 
advisers indicated that the print edition reached nearly twice as many 
readers as the Web edition on a given day. Approximately 93% of college 
newspaper advisers reported that their students preferred the print edition; 
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only 7% said college students preferred the Web edition—the most cited 
reason being accessibility and portability. Students’ preference for the 
physical format was also reflected in print circulation and advertising 
revenue. Between 2008 and 2011, print circulations remained stable for 
58% of the newspapers surveyed, 26% reported circulation declines, and 
11% reported increases. And the print edition generated almost all the 
advertising revenue (96%) for college newspapers. 
In conclusion, digital natives are not dropping the print product in 
favor of its online counterpart as newspaper managers think they are. 
Any strategy, if based on unchecked assumptions, runs the risk of 
misunderstanding the audience and oversimplifying the reality. Moving 
from print to online may actually turn young (and old) readers away, 
as suggested by the case of Taloussanomat, the Finnish financial daily, 
which dropped its print edition and went online-only in December 2007 
but did not see a substantial increase in online traffic, as its revenue 
dropped 75% (Thurman & Myllylahti, 2009). When it comes to declines 
in newspaper demand, the real problem, be it a lack of interest (Kaufhold, 
2010; A. M. Lee & Chyi, 2014), an inevitable consequence of information 
surplus, or unsatisfactory digital product offerings, “has little to do with 
the ‘print format’ per se and cannot be solved with technology alone” 
(Chyi, 2013, p. 14). 
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5. Perceived Inferiority of the Online Edition
The previous chapter synthesizes research findings on users’ favorable 
response to newspapers’ print product in relation to the digital edition. It 
is clear that the print edition remains the cash cow, which has low (or no) 
growth but high market shares and is funding “problem child” ventures 
(Picard, 2003, 2005). The question is: After everything newspapers have 
done and undone—investing in online and cutting back on print—why 
do readers still stick with the dead-tree edition? How come the digital 
edition hasn’t gained much ground? 
5.1. The Performance Gap: An Inconvenient Truth? 
Before we try to answer these questions, we should address why the 
industry did not appear to have paid attention to the performance gap 
between the print and digital editions. Despite so much empirical 
evidence, few take the performance gap seriously. Newspaper companies’ 
primary strategy is to devote more resources to digital and to cut back 
on print. Perhaps most believe “it is a matter of time”—give it enough 
time, and the digital future would emerge—and by then, “[w]hat this 
world will look like is anyone’s guess, but it probably won’t include The 
Washington Post thudding on anyone’s doorstep at 5 in the morning” 
(Penenberg, 2004, para. 14). Overall, very few challenged the vision of 
an all-digital future. 
And indeed, online news use, like all things digital, has been growing—
as the disruption theory predicted. In 1995, roughly 2% of American 
adults reported getting news online three days a week or more. By 2010, 
about half (46%) did so. That was also the year remembered as when 
“Web tops newspapers as news source for first time” (Olivarez-Giles, 
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2011), or “Online news readership overtakes newspapers” (Choney, 
2011), because the State of the News Media report announced that “[f]
or the first time … more people said they got news from the web than 
newspapers” (Rosenstiel & Mitchell, 2011, para. 11). Such statements are 
often interpreted by newspaper managers as a sign of encouragement 
for their digital endeavors. But in fact, the growing number of online 
users may well be “a misfortune in disguise,” giving false hope that 
the digital future is coming. Given the rapid adoption of digital devices 
among the general public, and online news offerings being free in most 
cases, growth in overall online news access is predictable, and it offers 
nothing for newspaper managers to be excited about, especially because 
aggregators have become the dominant news destinations online (see 
Chapter 2). However, newspaper companies, instead of evaluating their 
product portfolio as a whole, were determined to stick to their digital 
dream and have been diligently serving content on every emerging 
platform. Unfortunately, no matter how hard they try, up till this day, still 
no evidence suggests their online ventures will reach economic viability 
any time soon. As stated earlier, newspapers’ digital products generated 
only 15% of total advertising revenue in 2012 (Edmonds et al., 2013), 
and, for every $16 in print advertising revenue lost, only $1 in digital ad 
dollars was gained (State of the Media, 2013). The digital paywall has 
not changed the overall picture either, and probably never will (Chyi, 
2012; Myllylahti, 2013).
In recent months, more data documenting the stronger-than-expected 
appeal of print newspapers were released, and some senior media 
observers described such findings as “surprising” (Doctor, 2013; 
Edmonds, 2013), indicating how novel this observation appears to the 
industry. But the performance gap between newspapers’ print and online 
products has existed for a long time and has been studied substantially 
by academics. As for why such a gap has largely remained a research 
topic as opposed to an industry concern, one can only suspect that 
newspapers find the truth embarrassing and hard to swallow given all 
the investment in their digital ventures over the years, which was driven 
by firm beliefs in an all-digital future. The most recent example is how 
one newspaper company de-emphasized the superior performance of its 
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print product as if it were a shame when announcing first-quarter 2014 
results: “Print and digital advertising revenues increased 3.7 percent and 
2.2 percent, respectively. Digital advertising revenues were $37.8 million 
compared with $37.0 million in the 2013 first quarter” (The New York 
Times Company, 2014a). 
In sum, the inconvenient truth, the performance gap, or the “surprisingly 
persistent appeal of newsprint” (Doctor, 2013) carries profound 
managerial implications and should have led to a revised business 
strategy. 
As for the supposedly never-ending growth in online news use, it 
should be noted that the percentage of people accessing news online 
has remained unchanged since 2010, suggesting that it may have hit a 
plateau. But the industry has quickly shifted its attention to the growth 
of mobile news access, as emphasized in the recent Pew report (Pew 
Research Center for the People and the Press, 2012). 
5.2. Online Edition: The Problem Child 
After nearly 20 years of experimentation, it is clear that most U.S. 
newspapers’ digital product has failed to deliver on its promises. 
Specifically, the Web edition is outperformed by its print counterpart in 
terms of usage, preference, and paying intent.
Usage: Low Penetration, Low Engagement
In the very early years, the industry actually had some concerns about 
the cannibalization effect—fearing that free online offerings may erode 
the print reader base because the online edition offers similar content. 
After some initial experiments, the effect seemed negligible in most 
cases (Chyi & Sylvie, 2000; Online Publishers Association, 2004). Thus 
the vast majority of U.S. newspapers took the “eyeball first” approach, 
giving most or all of their content away online for free until very recently. 
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In retrospect, the major reason cannibalization was not noticeable was 
that most online users did not drop the print edition, indicating the lack 
of appeal of the digital product, even among online readers (see Chapter 
4 for details).
As a result, a newspaper’s online penetration is almost always lower 
than its print penetration within the local market, as Chapter 4 has 
illustrated. But how low exactly is it? A 2008 survey conducted in 100 
local newspaper markets indicated that over 60% of respondents had 
never visited their local newspaper’s Web site, and only 14% accessed the 
site within the past week (Readership Institute, 2008). The most recent 
NAA data collected by Scarborough research in the top 150 markets 
suggest that 55% of newspaper readers are print-only, 15% use both 
print and Web, and only 7% are Web-only (Edmonds, 2014). Moreover, 
even when readers pay for the all-access bundled package that includes 
print, Web, smartphone, tablet, and e-edition, most don’t use the digital 
products much, if at all (Doctor, 2013). 
Adding insult to injury, when users do visit a newspaper site, they 
generally spend no more than 5 minutes on the site—the most recent 
data indicated that a visit lasted for an average of 4.4 minutes, which 
translates into 39 minutes per user throughout the month of November 
2012, or 78 seconds per day (Newspaper Association of America, 
2012c). 
Combining penetration and engagement, the online–print performance 
gap is deep and wide, making reported statistics seem unrealistic. 
For example, many were shocked when Langeveld in 2009 and 2010 
estimated that about 97% of time spent with newspaper content was 
in print, and only 3% was online (Langeveld, 2009, 2010). Academic 
research reported similar findings. Based on 2011 data provided by 12 
U.K. newspapers, Thurman figured that at least 96.7% of the time spent 
with these newspapers by their domestic readers was in print (Thurman, 
2014). Without fully disclosing its methodology, McKinsey and Company 
also reported that 92% of the time spent on news consumption was on 
legacy platforms—41% on TV, 35% on newspapers and magazines, 16% 
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on radio and other audio, 4% on computers, and 2% on smartphones and 
tablets each (Edmonds, 2013). 
Preference: Negative Perception
While “media use” has been the major indicator of popularity in 
communication research, preference also influences news consumption, 
especially in a high-choice media environment (Chyi & Lee, 2013; Chyi 
& Yang, 2012). The digital newspaper does not score highly in terms of 
preference at all. A series of studies have shown that the online edition 
is not perceived as equally desirable by users when compared with the 
print product.
An early study conducted in 1995 reported that users found a news Web 
site “unappealing to browse leisurely … uncomfortable to travel through, 
not preferable over traditional newspaper, and more difficult to read than 
a traditional newspaper” (Mueller & Kamerer, 1995, p. 11). Later, an 
experiment exploring how potential readers perceived portable document 
viewers (PDVs), the Web, and print newspapers found the Web format the 
least preferable (Schierhorn, Wearden, Schierhorn, Tabar, & Andrews, 
1999). These were of course early findings, but as time went by, users’ 
attitude toward the online edition hasn’t appeared to improve much.
A 2002 survey of Hong Kong residents measured general liking of online 
news, newspapers, TV news, and radio news; online news turned out 
to be the least likeable news format (Chyi & Chang, 2009). A survey of 
Dutch newspaper readers compared the usefulness of online newspapers 
with that of print newspapers and other media in specific content areas—
politics, finance, sports, theater/film/literature, crime, local news, and 
celebrities—and respondents found the print newspaper more useful 
than online newspapers across all these domains (De Waal, Schoenbach, 
& Lauf, 2005). In 2004, the Online Publishers Association conducted a 
survey of 25,852 visitors on 41 major news sites (including NYTimes.
com, WSJ.com, and USAToday.com). Respondents found online media 
to be less satisfying, less likeable, and less enjoyable than offline media 
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2-to-1. Specifically, 31% of respondents who used both online and offline 
media said they found the offline media more satisfying, while only 16% 
said so about online media. Similarly, 31% found offline media more 
likeable, while 15% said so about online media. In terms of enjoyment, 
37% found offline media more enjoyable; only 14% said so about online 
media (Online Publishers Association, 2004). In the 2008 Readership 
Institute survey, respondents rated Gives me something to talk about, 
Looks out for my interests, Ad usefulness, and Touches and inspires me 
higher for the print edition of their local newspaper than the Web edition 
(Readership Institute, 2008). In a 2010 survey of U.S. Internet users, 58% 
of the respondents viewed the print edition as their favorite newspaper 
format; only 22% found the Web edition most favorable (Chyi, 2012). 
Using different measures, these studies have consistently documented 
the negative attitude toward online news. 
Paying Intent: Or the Lack Thereof
The “paywall” terminology is new, but the idea dates back to the 1990s, 
when newspapers were worrying about the cannibalization effect. Some 
experimented with online subscription plans, but most had problems 
charging anything for online news access. A consumer survey conducted 
in 2002 reported that 70% of Internet users could not understand why 
anyone would pay for online content (Jupiter Media Metrix, 2003). 
Around that time, the subscription rate for fee-based online newspapers 
was 0.2% to 2.6% of print circulation (Borrell & Associates, 2001). 
A 2010 survey documented Internet users’ unenthusiastic response 
to newspaper content in Web and app formats, regardless of payment 
models—be it micropayment, metered system, day pass, “build your 
own, mix and match,” free/discounted tablet with contract, or all-access 
bundled packages. The same study found that fully 60% of online users 
were willing to pay zero dollars for their favorite newspaper in Web 
format (Chyi, 2012). As of 2013, even with 430 newspapers adopting 
some kind of paywall models (News&Tech, 2013), the contrast between 
online subscription and print circulation remains sharp. Gannett, which 
owns 81 local dailies in the United States, retained merely 65,000 digital-
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only subscribers as of June 2013. The number of online-only subscribers 
was 2.2% of its aggregate weekday circulation of 3 million subscribers 
(Mutter, 2013).
Not paying for online news because free alternatives are readily available 
is understandable, but the fact that 44 million Americans are still willing 
to pay for the print edition (which carries similar content) indicates that 
the “container” is not neutral (Thurman & Myllylahti, 2009). Media 
format has an enormous impact on consumer choices. 
5.3. Online News: An Inferior Good
Empirical research has unmistakably identified the problem child. But 
why is the online edition not as engaging, less likable, less satisfying, 
less enjoyable, and less useful, and not worth paying for, when compared 
with the print edition? Considering the fact that so many U.S. newspapers 
have been striving to offer interactivity, convenience, immediacy, and 
multimedia content online, users’ lukewarm response to the online 
edition is difficult to interpret.
An Exploratory Focus Group Study
Intrigued by the performance gap between online and print products 
in terms of use, preference, and paying intent, Chyi (2002) conducted a 
focus group study to explore how users respond to online and print news 
differently, which serves as the first step of a systematic inquiry into the 
economic nature of online news that consists of several empirical studies. 
The researcher recruited a special group of participants: exchange 
students (mostly from the U.S.) enrolled in a public university in Hong 
Kong. All 12 participants used the Internet as an information source 
in their home country and in Hong Kong. Comparing their online 
experiences in two different media environments shed light on the nature 
of online news in both local and long-distance contexts. 
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The focus group discussion centered on usage patterns, format perception, 
and paying intent for online vs. traditional news. In terms of usage, of 
particular interest was online users’ news-seeking behavior—when, how, 
and why they used online versus offline media, in Hong Kong and in 
their home country. In terms of perception, how did they perceive content 
presented online versus offline? As for paying intent, how likely did they 
think they were to pay for online content?
Regarding online news use, all the participants were heavy users seeking 
news from their home countries while studying in Hong Kong. Almost 
all said they relied on the Internet more as a news source in Hong Kong, 
and several participants said the news websites served as a replacement 
for their offline counterparts not available in Hong Kong. Overall, the 
participants acknowledged increased online news usage after moving to 
Hong Kong, suggesting that online news was not as important a news 
source when offline choices were abundant.
To identify the most salient factors that influence users’ perception 
of online and print newspapers, participants were asked to describe 
their consumption of print and online newspapers with an analogy. 
They were asked to write down their answers on the questionnaire 
before explaining to the group. The open-ended question elicited the 
following responses:
A print newspaper is like walking; an online newspaper is like driving 
a car.
A print newspaper is like a turtle; an online newspaper is like a hare. The 
turtle (print) wins the race cause it’s good; the hare is fast but doesn’t 
win cause the online edition is not very good. 
A print newspaper is like Times Square (an upscale shopping center in 
Hong Kong); an online newspaper is like the Lady’s Street (a crowded 
street market in Hong Kong with merchants selling inexpensive items on 
the sidewalk). In Times Square, you can find things with better quality, 
and if you want to get back to something you know where it is. On the 
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Lady’s Street, you can only get cheap stuff, and you can’t find what you 
want cause it’s chaotic.
A print newspaper is like a short novel; an online newspaper is like a 
one-page cover. 
A print newspaper is like a classic book (by Dickens, Fitzgerald, etc.); 
an online newspaper is like a popular book (by J.K. Rowling, Stephen 
King, etc.)
A print newspaper is like a home-cooked, balanced meal (healthier); an 
online newspaper is like junk food or fast food (convenient).
A print newspaper is like taking an exam (tangible but you need to flip 
through all the pages; a mess; headache; black-and-white); an online 
newspaper is like reading my favorite Harry Potter book (more colorful, 
headline-browsing, fast-reading).
A print newspaper is like a gourmet sit-in restaurant (takes time, out-
dated, higher quality); an online newspaper is like a fast-food restaurant 
(24 hours a day, fast, not as good but fast food also fills).
Factors that came to the participants’ minds when they constructed these 
analogies include speed, convenience, newness, and, most important, 
quality. Those who emphasized quality conceptualized the print edition 
as better and containing more in-depth information. They used “fast 
food” (vs. a balanced meal), “Lady’s Street” (vs. Times Square), “popular 
books” (vs. classic books), and the “hare” (vs. turtle) to describe their 
perception of online vs. print newspapers. When reminded by the 
moderator that many online newspapers actually provide the same or 
even more information as their print counterparts, one said that he didn’t 
really think about it but just felt the print edition has better quality. 
It is therefore unsurprising that, while most participants ranked the 
Internet their No. 1 information source during their stay in Hong Kong 
and were able to identify many of its strengths and weaknesses as a 
news medium, they showed little intent to pay for online content. As 
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for why they were unlikely to pay even for their favorite news site, 
some said there are many other options that are free. “Online there 
are always some other ways to get something that’s free.” “As long as 
there’s any outlet for news that’s free, I’d go for that bad free outlet 
rather than pay for the not-as-bad one.” Some said online news “should” 
be free or cheaper than the print newspaper “because they don’t need 
to print the paper.” 
Some would rather choose other media over a fee-based news website. 
Two said they would pay for newspapers but not for online news because 
of the Web’s transient nature. One said, “I like something tangible.” The 
other said, “Paying for the Web, you run the risk of paying for something 
you may not use at all. But the paper is there. At least I can burn it.” 
Follow-up questions asked the participants whether websites could offer 
any specific feature to increase their paying intent. Suggestions include 
extra information available only in the online edition and news archives, 
but most could not think of any specific feature they would be willing 
to pay for. 
Since the participants’ paying intent was surprisingly weak, another 
follow-up question asked: “Now imagine a website as the only 
information source from which you can get news from your home 
country, would you pay for it?” Seven participants still said they 
would not pay, and five said they would. The researcher concluded 
that while many news media offer news either for free or at a 
relatively low price, online news services would easily be perceived 
as overpriced in users’ minds once any subscription scheme is 
adopted (Chyi, 2002).
Overall, these focus group participants unmistakably indicated that they 
use online news, don’t like it, and wouldn’t pay for it. In retrospect, it 
is hard to imagine that an exploratory study conducted in 2002 would 
identify most of the major problems facing online newspapers. It is 
even harder to believe that those problems have pretty much remained 
unsolved up till today. 
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Hypothesis Testing with Pew Data
The focus group finding that online news is perceived by users 
as of lesser quality seemed to provide an explanation for the 
bewildering performance gap between a newspaper’s online and 
print editions identified by various survey studies (see Chapter 
4). Therefore, Chyi (2002, 2005a) hypothesized that online news 
is an “inferior good.”
In microeconomics, the theory of goods distinguishes inferior 
goods from normal goods. When income increases, the demand for 
an inferior good decreases; when income decreases, the demand 
for an inferior good increases, other things being equal. Typical 
inferior good examples include ramen noodles, rice, potatoes, and 
bus travel—things people consume more when income decreases. 
In contrast, the demand for a normal good is positively associated 
with income, other things being equal. Whether a good is an 
inferior or normal good is determined by the income elasticity of 
demand, i.e., the percentage change in quantity demanded divided 
by the percentage change in income, everything else held constant 
(Hoskins et al., 2004, p. 46):
When the income elasticity of demand for a good is negative, the good 
is an inferior good. When the income elasticity of demand for a good is 
positive, the good is a normal good.
Using the 2004 Biennial Media Survey data collected by the Pew 
Research Center, Chyi and Yang (2009) empirically tested the “online 
news is an inferior good” hypothesis. They proposed two versions 
of the hypothesis that when income increases, online news use 
ε1 = = 
( % change in quantity)
( % change in income)
ΔQ
Q
ΔY
Y
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decreases. H1 controlled for demographics (gender, age, education) 
and news interest; H2 controlled for demographics (gender, age, 
education), news interest, and other news media use (newspaper, 
TV news, radio news). Online news use was measured by asking 
respondents to estimate the amount of time they spent reading news 
online yesterday. About 23.7 percent of the respondents said they read 
news online yesterday. These online news users were included in the 
ordinal logistic regression analyses.   
Results indicated a negative relationship between income and online 
news use on the other-things-being-equal basis as hypothesized. In 
other words, online news is an inferior good among users. Chyi and 
Yang also identified a positive relationship between income and print 
newspaper use, suggesting that online news and print newspapers 
coexist not as two normal goods but as a combination of an inferior 
and a normal good. Such findings helped explain the performance 
gap between online and print editions: News, when presented online, 
becomes an inferior good, perceived as less favorable in relation to 
news in print. 
Hypothesis Revisited with Pew Data
In a subsequent study, Chyi and Yang (2012) re-examined the “online 
news is an inferior good” hypothesis using the Pew Research Center’s 
2008 Biennial Media Consumption Survey data. Since 2006, the Pew 
Center has reclassified newspaper website use as part of newspaper 
use. Therefore, online news use in this and later datasets no longer 
includes newspaper website use. Overall, 26 percent of the respondents 
said they got news online through the Internet (excluding newspaper 
sites) yesterday. These online news users were then asked, “Aside from 
newspaper web sites, about how much time did you spend reading news 
online yesterday?” Like the original study (Chyi & Yang, 2009), only 
online news users (yesterday) were included in the partial correlation 
analyses.
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Results indicated a negative relationship between income and online 
news use, controlling for gender, age, education, and news interest, 
as hypothesized. Therefore, the “online news is an inferior good” 
hypothesis was once again supported, as was the hypothesis that the 
print newspaper is a normal good. (It is noted that the survey did 
not specify whether “reading a daily newspaper” included reading 
the online edition or not. But common sense suggests that most 
respondents would interpret “reading a daily newspaper” as “reading 
a daily newspaper in print,” although this is not the intention of the Pew 
Research Center, as the next question distinguishes the print edition 
from the online edition. The researchers considered this a flaw in Pew’s 
questionnaire design.) Still, this study reconfirmed that online news 
is an inferior good. And the print newspaper, on the other hand, is a 
normal good. 
Online Edition Perceived as Inferior: Side-by-Side Comparisons
In economic terms, whether a product is an inferior good is determined 
by a negative relationship between income and demand on the other-
thing-being-equal basis (Hoskins et al., 2004, p. 46). Yet, for such a 
relationship to hold true, better-yet-more-expensive alternatives must 
exist. For example, as income increases, bus travel decreases—because 
people choose more attractive alternatives (e.g., air travel or driving) 
that have become more affordable. Therefore, inferior goods always 
coexist with more costly alternatives that are considered “better.” 
In other words, inferior goods (in economic terms) are perceived as 
inferior (in plain English) when compared side-by-side with such 
alternatives. 
To make such side-by-side comparisons, a series of surveys examined 
users’ preference for a newspaper’s print or online edition on the 
other-things-being-equal basis. Respondents were asked this question: 
“Imagine that you are provided with both print newspapers and online 
newspapers with the same news content and at the same price. Which 
would you prefer?” The purpose of the hypothetical “same content 
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and same price” scenario built into this question is to control for the 
plausible effect of content and price on format preference in order to 
measure users’ net preference for either format. In 1997, 76% of Web 
users in Austin, Texas, said they would prefer the print format over 
the online format (Chyi & Lasorsa, 1999). A follow-up 1998 survey 
reported that 72% of Web users preferred the print format (Chyi & 
Lasorsa, 2002). In 2002,  83% of online news users in Hong Kong said 
they would prefer the print edition (Chyi & Chang, 2009). In 2010, a 
national survey of U.S. Internet users indicated that 70% of Web users 
would still prefer the print edition to the Web edition given the same 
content and at the same price (Chyi & Lee, 2012). Taken together, 
these studies have demonstrated that a newspaper’s online edition is 
perceived as inferior when compared with its print counterpart on the 
other-things-being-equal basis. 
Preference for the Print Format among Future Adults  
Chyi and Lee (2012) conducted further analysis to identify predictors 
of preference for newspaper formats. Among age, gender, education, 
income, and ethnicity, age was found to be the only factor influencing 
format preference for newspapers. Among those 55 years or older, 82% 
said they would prefer the print edition. Among those 35-54, 72% said 
so. Even among the youngest respondents (ages 18-34), 55% indicated 
preference for the print edition. Based on such data, Chyi and Lee 
visualized the relationship between age and format preference for the 
print edition and built a multiple regression model. The trend line in 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the relationship between age and format preference. 
It also helps predict format preference among “future adults” (i.e., those 
who were under 18 at the time of the study, 2010) through extrapolation. 
While age, as expected, is positively related to preference for the print 
format, the intercept on the Y-axis in Figure 5.1 suggests that, even among 
the newborns at the time of that study, 37% would prefer newspapers 
in print format. In other words, contrary to what the “death narrative” 
suggests, online users’ preference for the print newspaper format would 
remain strong for many years to come (Chyi & Lee, 2012).
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Figure 5.1. 
Predicting Preference for Newspapers in Print Format
5.4. Why is Online News Inferior?
So, online news, like ramen noodles, potatoes, or macaroni and cheese, is 
an inferior good. This proposition provides a plausible explanation for the 
performance gap between a newspaper’s online and print products, which 
would be very difficult to interpret otherwise. However, notwithstanding 
support from empirical data, many have found the “Ramen Noodles 
Theory” hard to swallow. For example, one anonymous reviewer 
commented, “Such interpretations are at best ambiguous, doubtful, 
debatable, uncertain, questionable, imprecise, and vague.” After all, 
no news product has ever been labeled as an inferior good before. And 
most practitioners and scholars have high expectations for the Internet 
as a news platform, which offers an array of interactive features and 
multimedia content—most of which are unattainable by print and other 
legacy media. So, why on earth would anyone in their right mind perceive 
it as inferior?
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Well, if one compares online news use with fast food consumption, the 
similarities become self-evident. First, as indicated earlier in this chapter, 
visitors to newspaper sites do not stay around for long—4.4 minutes per 
visit (Newspaper Association of America, 2012c). Among news users 
who prefer the online edition, the vast majority indicated “convenience” 
when elaborating on their format preference (Chyi & Chang, 2009). 
Similarly, when a Pew survey asked regular Internet news users what 
sets the Internet apart as a news medium, the top-ranked response was 
“accessibility and convenience” (Pew Internet & American Life Project, 
2006). These findings suggest that the value, or competitive advantage, 
of online news lies in its convenience more than anything else. Most 
users perceive online news as convenient, just as fast food and ramen 
noodles are perceived as such, compared with a balanced meal in a fine 
restaurant. This may also explain why news aggregators, as opposed 
to major newspaper sites known for quality news, dominate the list of 
most-frequented news sites—they aggregate news content and make it 
readily accessible when users multitask (e.g., check e-mail). It is therefore 
unsurprising that users take advantage of such content but perceive it as 
inferior, which, in turn, results in the performance gap between online 
and print newspapers in terms of use and paying intent (Chyi & Lee, 
2013).
Regarding why online news is so poorly received, three types of 
explanations exist: physical, psychological, and biological.
Physical Explanations: The Less-Than-Satisfactory Online 
Reading Experience 
The computer-based reading experience is rarely pleasant. Until recently, 
most computer screens were characterized by relatively low resolutions 
(in terms of dpi), while print media with higher resolutions generate 
finer, sharper text and images. In addition, staring at the computer screen 
causes eye strain. Research shows that between 50% and 90% of working 
adults suffer from computer vision syndrome (WebMD, n.d.), so longtime 
reading online is neither comfortable nor to be encouraged. According 
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to usability expert Jakob Nielsen, most people don’t read Web pages 
word-by-word, so content should be reformatted into scannable text to 
increase usability for online reading (Nielsen, 1997). But most newspaper 
sites are not known for usability. “Shovelware”—moving print articles 
online without further processing the information—cluttered design 
(Rabaino, 2010) and the ever-increasing level of annoyance brought about 
by intrusive ads plague many newspaper sites.
In recent years, the computer has been classified as a “lean-forward” 
medium, as opposed to “lean-back” ones such as print newspapers, 
television (Nielsen, 2008), and tablets (Rue, 2010; Will, 2012). Although 
the distinction between these two engagement styles and its implication 
remain vague, the lean-back mode is considered more relaxing and 
the lean-forward mode not as enjoyable. In 2010, Nielsen conducted 
an experiment testing reading speeds and user satisfaction on various 
platforms (print, computer, Kindle, and iPad). Results showed that 
reading a printed book offered the greatest speed, and subjects felt 
least comfortable with reading on the PC because it reminded them of 
work (Nielsen, 2010). A 2010 survey of more than 700 U.S. Internet 
users also reported that digital reading devices (computers, e-readers, 
smartphones, and iPad) did not deliver a more enjoyable news experience 
than traditional media (Chyi & Chadha, 2012). In sum, the less-than-
satisfactory online reading experience may help explain why users 
perceive digital content as inferior. 
Psychological Explanations: Online News is Free
In addition to the physical constraints of the computer screen that 
short-circuit the enjoyment of online news, another factor that may 
have contributed to the perceived inferiority of online news is purely 
psychological: People perceive the online edition as inferior because 
it is offered for free. This may sound like an obscure explanation, but 
behavioral economists have confirmed that the price of a product has 
a tremendous impact on perceived product quality. In a controlled 
experiment, subjects were asked to taste wines that they believed to be 
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different and sold at different prices, while in reality the wines were 
identical. Results showed that increasing the price of a wine increases 
reported ratings of flavor as well as brain activity in an area related to 
experienced pleasantness. Such findings challenge the assumption that 
the experienced pleasantness from consuming a product depends solely 
on the product’s intrinsic properties and the state of the consumer. In 
other words, non-intrinsic factors such as price easily sway consumer 
perception (Plassmann, O’Doherty, Shiv, & Rangel, 2008). Similarly, 
research showed that lower buffet prices lead to less taste satisfaction. 
Diners who paid $8 for the buffet rated the pizza as being 11% tastier 
than those who paid $4. The researchers suggest buffet owners think 
twice before setting a low buffet cost, because consumers will rate the 
food lower in quality but will eat just as much (Just, Sigirci, & Wansink, 
2014). If these findings sound counterintuitive, another study revealed 
that simply changing the price of an energy drink may even influence 
human subjects’ ability to solve puzzles (Shiv, Carmon, & Ariely, 2005). 
Therefore, users may consider online news inferior because, in most 
cases, it has been offered for free.  
Biological Explanations: The Power of Tangible Materials
Neuromarketing is a new trend in marketing research, which measures 
consumers’ response to marketing materials by monitoring their brain 
activity. In an applied study, researchers used functional magnetic 
resonance imagery (fMRI) brain scans to examine the effectiveness of 
direct mail and digital ads. Results showed that human brains process 
paper-based and online marketing stimuli in fundamentally different 
ways. Tangible materials (paper ads) leave a deeper footprint in the 
brain (more real), generate more brain responses associated with internal 
feelings (greater internalization), and trigger more emotional processing, 
which is important for memory and brand associations (Millward Brown, 
2009). 
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Such results are in line with what we already know about the cognitive 
processing of news. One study after another has revealed that news in 
print generates better recall than news in digital format (Adam, Quinn, & 
Edmonds, 2007; Eveland Jr, Seo, & Marton, 2002; Santana, Livingstone, 
& Cho, 2013; Tewksbury & Althaus, 2000), suggesting that people 
respond more favorably to tangible materials. Even TV news fares better 
than online news in terms of recall (Conway & Patterson, 2008; Eveland 
Jr et al., 2002). 
An intriguing experiment showed that physical touch experiences 
influence social judgments. In that study, subjects were asked to evaluate 
a job candidate by studying a résumé placed on either light or heavy 
clipboards. And heavy clipboards make job candidates appear more 
important (Ackerman, Nocera, & Bargh, 2010). A market researcher 
thus wonders whether viewing a heavy document in print vs. reading the 
same “weightless” text on a screen would also make a difference (Dooley, 
2011). There is still a lot to learn about the power of tangibility, but human 
brains seem to favor tangible media over digital media.
Regardless of why users perceive online news as inferior, be it the less-
than-satisfactory online reading experience, the fact that online news is 
free, or the discovery that human brains prefer tangible media, future 
studies should investigate the multiple factors at play in shaping users’ 
perception of digital content.  
5.5. Managerial Implications
“Goods are what are thought of as goods” (Lancaster, 1966, p. 132). 
Any product’s economic nature is determined by consumer response. 
But most U.S. newspapers have been disregarding user preference by 
disinvesting in, deprioritizing, or killing existing products their readers 
actually prefer. 
To undo the mistake, newspaper executives should first rethink the 
economic nature of their multiplatform products—that is, acknowledge 
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that the print product is preferred and the online edition is inferior, 
as perceived by consumers. As negative as the term “inferior goods” 
may sound, most inferior goods are useful and convenient, serving as 
functional alternatives to normal goods. Consider how people consume 
ramen noodles or fast food—they use inferior goods when they need to, 
when normal goods are not as readily available or affordable. And many 
inferior goods are profitable, too.
One thing for sure though: Ramen noodles should not be marketed as 
steak. 
Figure 5.2. 
Online News, like Ramen Noodles, is an Inferior Good
Photo by Broderick, used under a Creative Commons license.
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6. From the Web to Mobile and Social Media
In their overall failing yet still ongoing digital venture, U.S. newspapers 
have experimented with many news delivery technologies—the Web, 
e-readers, mobile, and social media. Despite being a strategic focus, 
these digital products all suffer from not having a reliable business 
model. This chapter first reviews newspapers’ Web ventures and then 
uses the same criteria to evaluate the business prospect of their mobile 
and social media offerings.
6.1. The Web and its Broken Revenue Models
Two major revenue models underlie U.S. newspapers’ Web experiment: 
advertising for the most part and subscription (paywalls) in recent years. 
None seem to be really working, for a multitude of reasons.
Online Advertising
In the 1990s, most newspapers adopted the advertising model, seeking 
“eyeballs” that would generate ad revenue. A 1999 survey of 64 U.S. 
online newspaper publishers reported that nearly 80% of the newspaper 
sites relied on advertising as a revenue source (Chyi & Sylvie, 2001). 
Since the once-substantial revenue from classified ads evaporated because 
of competing services, especially Craigslist (Seamans & Zhu, 2013), 
most newspaper sites rely heavily on display ads. But the effectiveness 
of display ads has always been questionable. A recent study on “banner 
blindness” indicated that 60% of people couldn’t recall the last display 
ad they saw, suggesting advertisers are wasting millions of dollars in 
online ads (Sullivan, 2013). To address the issue, newspaper sites quickly 
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made their ads bigger and more intrusive, which, however, may have only 
contributed to the negative perception of the Web edition. In addition, 
because of unlimited supply (the more page views, the more inventory), 
the average cost per thousand impressions (or CPM) for banner ads on 
newspaper sites is $6.99, compared with $60 for print newspaper ads 
(Apple, 2011). There are also performance-based models, but 77% of 
online users never or rarely clicked on ads when visiting a news site 
(Olmstead, Mitchell, & Rosenstiel, 2011), and the average click-through 
rate of online display ads in general is 0.1%—that is, one click every 
1,000 impressions (Chaffey, 2013). 
Therefore, when some newspapers erected the paywall in 2011 in a 
seemingly bold move, the industrywide online advertising revenue 
was merely $3.2 billion, which was 13% of total newspaper advertising 
revenue ($23.9 billion) (Edmonds et al., 2013), or 10% of total U.S. 
Internet advertising revenue ($31.7 billion) (Interactive Advertising 
Bureau, 2012). The shortage of online ad revenue probably made it easier 
for newspapers to experiment with paywalls, because there wasn’t much 
to lose anyway. 
Paywalls
Newspaper publishers had high hopes for digital subscriptions before 
the massive adoption of that model starting in 2011 (Jenner & Fleming, 
2011), but the idea of paywalls is nothing new. In the very early days of 
their digital experiment, some newspapers were concerned  that offering 
a free online edition might erode their print subscriber base, although 
the vast majority opted for the advertising model (Chyi & Sylvie, 2001). 
The Wall Street Journal stood out at this stage (and for many years to 
come). By the fall of 1998, its interactive edition had secured 150,000 
online-only readers who paid a $49 annual subscription fee (for a detailed 
account of its model, see Steinbock, 2000).
Soon after the Internet bubble burst in 2000, the second round of debates 
on the subscription model began. Many publishers argued it was time 
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to charge for the valuable content they offered online (Outing, 2002) 
because “there ain’t no such thing as a free lunch.” However, little 
evidence suggested that users would pay for online news. The sign-up 
rate for fee-based newspaper sites was as low as 0.2% to 2.6% of the print 
circulation, and 71% of news site visitors said they would go somewhere 
else because many free sites were available (Borrell & Associates, 2001). 
A 2002 survey documented an unenthusiastic response to paid content 
in Hong Kong—only 2.5% of online news users subscribed to any of 
the four fee-based online news services available in that market (Chyi, 
2005b). On average, newspapers generated less than $5 in online revenue 
per unit of circulation (Borrell & Associates, 2003). As a result, the ideas 
that “content must be free unless it is very specialized” (Carlson, 2003, 
p. 54) and “it is impossible to charge for general news content” (Herbert 
& Thurman, 2007, p. 215) became the industry consensus, and media 
scholars asked whether there is value to maintaining digital media when 
profitability is not achievable (Kawamoto, 2003).
In September 2005, The New York Times launched its paid online 
service TimesSelect, which attracted 336,000 subscribers by the end 
of 2006. Among them, about 45% paid $49.95 a year, and the rest were 
print subscribers who got access to digital content for free (Project for 
Excellence in Journalism & Edmonds, 2006). After just two years, The 
New York Times terminated the project, on which Jeff Jarvis (2007) 
commented, “With it goes any hope of charging for content online. 
Content is now and forever free.” The vast majority of U.S. newspapers 
continued giving content away for free online (American Press Institute 
& ITZBelden, 2009), with notable exceptions of The Wall Street Journal, 
The Albuquerque Journal (Friedman, 2003; Windsor, 2009), and The 
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette (Hussman, 2007).
In 2009, known as “worst year for the newspaper business in decades” 
(Pérez-Peña, 2010), “the [industry’s] dream of getting people to pay” 
recurred (Kinsley, 2009, para. 2)—this time with a much stronger 
determination. A survey of newspaper executives showed that nearly 
60% of respondents were considering paywalls, although 90% of 
the responding papers did not charge for content, and only 3% had a 
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subscription-only site in 2009 (American Press Institute & ITZBelden, 
2009). Consumers’ willingness to pay, however, remained weak (Chyi, 
2012), which was not surprising given the oversupply of information 
discussed in Chapter 2. Yet the lack of paying intent apparently did not 
stop newspapers from erecting paywalls around their online content.
Some newspapers came up with novel digital subscription packages. For 
example, the two Philadelphia newspapers offered discounted Android 
tablets bundled with a one- or two-year contract for its news apps (“Seize 
the future: Frequently asked questions,” 2011). But most newspapers 
charge for digital content in Web or app format. In March 2011, The 
Dallas Morning News started charging $16.95 a month for a digital 
package that includes Web and apps, known as a “hard paywall” (Doctor, 
2011). A few weeks later, The New York Times implemented a metered 
model, or a “soft paywall,” requiring online users who view more than 
20 articles (reduced to 10 in April 2012) per month to pay $15, $20, 
or $35 a month (Sulzberger, 2011). Many more newspapers followed 
suit. Today, more than 450 newspapers are charging for online content 
(News&Tech, 2014).
The results of these paywall experiments are not always accessible 
(Myllylahti, 2013). Even The New York Times tends to make things 
fuzzy—for example, its 2012 fourth-quarter earnings report indicated 
an 8.6% increase of circulation revenue but did not reveal how much 
of that increase came from digital subscriptions and how much from 
increasing the price of the print edition (Roberts, 2013). But overall, 
The New York Times’ metered model seems to yield the best results. It 
attained about 799,000 paid digital-only subscribers by the end of Q1 
2014 (The New York Times Company, 2014a). As a point of reference, 
its total average print circulation was 1,217,201 for Sunday and 680,905 
for Monday-Friday (The New York Times Company, 2014b). Yet The 
New York Times, operating at the national and international levels, is by 
no means a typical U.S. newspaper. The overall picture is not nearly as 
promising. According to the Newspaper Association of America (2013b), 
which released an industrywide revenue profile based on “the most 
complete data set of newspaper media revenue performance available,” 
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digital-only circulation revenue accounted for only 1% of total circulation 
revenue in 2012. In 2013, subscription rates for most local newspaper 
sites were estimated to be in the single digits. Gannett’s 81 local dailies, 
for example, attained merely 65,000 digital-only subscribers as of June 
2013 (Mutter, 2013). Before long, The Dallas Morning News and The San 
Francisco Chronicle dropped their paywalls altogether. 
To sum up, given information surplus, news commoditization, and the 
perceived inferiority of online content, charging anything for general-
interest news in digital format has proven difficult. But many papers 
are still doing it, perhaps because the paywall is no less important as a 
defensive strategy for their print product, as 35% of newspaper executives 
believed it would preserve print circulation (Jenner & Fleming, 2011), 
and The Arkansas Democrat-Gazette represents a compelling case—its 
relatively strong performance in print circulation is attributed to its long-
term paywall strategy (Hussman, 2007). However, it is clear that the Web 
edition has never generated sufficient advertising or subscription revenue 
to challenge the importance of its print counterpart as the primary 
revenue driver, and there is no evidence suggesting that it ever will. 
6.2. Mobile: The Future of News? 
I hear someone asking, “If the computer-based Web edition has reached 
the dead end, how about mobile?” Indeed, many news executives and 
digital advocates have turned away from the less-than-successful Web 
experiment to claim that “the future of news(papers) is mobile.” But we 
must always go back to user response, asking: “How many people are 
using mobile devices for news purposes? Are they more engaged? Do 
they enjoy the mobile reading experience more?” and, from the revenue 
model perspective, “Are advertising prospects better on mobile?” “Are 
users more likely to pay for mobile?”
In other words, it is important to examine mobile along the same 
dimensions where the Web failed, no matter how fancy our smartphone 
or tablet looks. After all, not too long ago, the same enthusiasm once 
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underscored newspapers’ Web experiment. Although at this stage we do 
not know as much about users’ response to mobile news, preliminary 
research on mobile news use, mobile advertising, and paying for mobile 
news has quickly accumulated. Here is a review:
News Use on Mobile Devices
The number of smartphone and tablet users has been growing, but 
people do not necessarily use multipurpose devices for news purposes. 
Chyi and Chadha (2012) introduced the concept of “newsfulness” to 
measure the likelihood of a multipurpose device being used for news, 
which is calculated by dividing the numbers of users who use the device 
for news access within a particular time frame (e.g., daily or weekly) by 
the total number of owners of that device. Based on 2010 survey data of 
767 Internet users, their study showed that the desktop/laptop computer 
ranks the highest (.47), followed by the netbook and the iPad (.35 each), 
and the iPhone (.33). In other words, 47% of computer owners and about 
one-third of iPad and iPhone owners accessed news on these devices 
every day (Chyi & Chadha, 2012). By 2012, 45% of U.S. adults owned 
a smartphone and 31% owned a tablet (Sasseen, Olmstead, & Mitchell, 
2013), but these devices did not get much more newsful—about 36% 
of smartphone owners and 38% of tablet owners consumed news on 
the device every day (Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in 
Journalism, 2012). A more recent research report released by the Reuters 
Institute for the Study of Journalism indicated that 31% of Americans 
access news through their smartphones at least once a week, and 19% do 
so through their tablets (Lichterman, 2014). To compare news access on 
desktop/laptop vs. mobile, the latest Pew report noted that, in 2013, 82% 
of Americans got news on a desktop or laptop; 35% did so frequently. 
In comparison, 54% said they got news on a mobile device; 21% did so 
frequently (Pew Research Center’s Journalism Project, 2014c). On top of 
all these, a study by McKinsey revealed that 35% of news consumption 
remains in newspapers and magazines, 16% in radio and other audio, 
41% in TV, and 4% in desktop/laptop. Smartphones and tablets each 
accounted for only 2% of time spent (Edmonds, 2013). Overall, the 
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amount of news use on mobile devices is underwhelming, as these 
findings have suggested. Also note that all these numbers refer to overall 
mobile news access, and newspapers’ mobile offerings are just part of 
the mix. 
Usability is a factor and remains an unsolved problem for many news 
websites. On mobile platforms, it is even more challenging to present 
content in user-friendly ways because of tiny displays and touch 
screens (Nielsen, 2013; Jeong & Han, 2012; for a long list of suggested 
improvements from tablet news users, see Lamb, 2013). This may help 
explain why most news app users (58%) said they preferred a traditional, 
print-like experience over high-tech features such as interactive, audio, 
and video content (Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in 
Journalism, 2012, p. 4). 
Mostly importantly, while the number of mobile users will continue to 
grow in the foreseeable future, so will the supply of news and information 
(and entertainment) on mobile platforms. It will be information surplus 
all over again, just on more platforms. As a result, it will be harder, not 
easier, for any content provider to retain user attention. 
Mobile Advertising 
Regarding the business prospect of mobile advertising, the following 
figures provide some baseline information: Overall mobile ad revenue has 
been growing rapidly, accounting for 19% of total Internet advertising 
revenue in the fourth quarter of 2013 (Interactive Advertising Bureau, 
2012). But is the money going to newspaper firms? The 2013 State of 
the News Media report cautioned that “the shift to mobile risks further 
exacerbating the news industry’s financial woes: If Web ads bring in 
only a fraction of the revenues earned by print ads, mobile ads generally 
bring in only a fraction of what Web ads earn.” The disparity between 
Web and mobile as advertising platforms is reflected in ad rates: the CPM 
for Web ads averages about $3.50; for mobile ads, it can be as low as 75 
cents (Sasseen et al., 2013). It is therefore not surprising that newspapers’ 
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mobile advertising revenue doubled from 2011 to 2012 but accounted for 
only 1% of total revenue (Newspaper Association of America, 2013b). 
Paying for Mobile News
Are users likely to pay for mobile? A preliminary study conducted in 
2010 reported that more than 80% of Internet users would be unlikely 
or very unlikely to pay for newspaper apps, but younger people would 
be more likely to pay than older people (Chyi, 2012). A 2010-11 survey 
of 452 college students showed that 22.5% were likely to pay $5 for a 
news app on the iPad while 54% said it was unlikely (Collins, Rabby, 
& Brown, 2013). 
Limited information exits regarding the actual number of paying 
consumers for mobile news. According to the unaudited Alliance for 
Audited Media data released by the Pew Research Center, not a single 
local newspaper in the United States sells more than 50,000 tablet apps 
(Pew Research Center’s Journalism Project, 2014b) or more than 5,000 
smartphone apps (Pew Research Center’s Journalism Project, 2014a).
Having reviewed these findings, I find it hard to believe that mobile would 
fare better than the Web as a news platform from the business standpoint. 
Some scholars who have examined newspapers’ mobile strategies seem 
to support this evaluation (Molyneux, 2014; Nel & Westlund, 2012). As 
Nel and Westlund (2012) pointed out, “Unless newspapers rethink their 
current approaches, there is little evidence to indicate that newspapers 
will have any more economic success with mobile than they have had 
thus far online” (p. 751).
6.3. Will Social Media Save Newspapers? 
Eyeing the rapidly growing number of users on social networking sites, 
U.S. newspaper companies have been eager to cultivate their social media 
audiences on those platforms, too. Each of the top 100 U.S. newspapers 
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operated at least one Twitter account in 2009 (The Bivings Group, 
2009), the same year The New York Times hired its first social media 
editor (Parr, 2009). By 2012, all 66 U.S. newspapers with circulation 
over 100,000 used Twitter and Facebook to reach social media users. 
The most common practice is to distribute headlines and hyperlinks, 
hoping to lure users to their website. However, the number of their social 
media subscribers was underwhelming. Excluding two statistical outliers 
(The New York Times and The New York Daily News), the top 64 U.S. 
newspapers attained an average of 37,670 Twitter followers and 23,321 
Facebook fans, both a fraction of their average weekday print circulation 
of 209,443 in 2012. Given the limited number of social media followers, 
the researchers questioned the degree to which newspapers’ social media 
presence contributed traffic to their website (Ju, Jeong, & Chyi, 2014).
Other problems exist. For example, not all users follow the link embedded 
in a tweet or Facebook post to visit the newspaper site. Some do, but they 
do not stay long. Based on comScore data, a Pew report indicated that 
desktop or laptop users who come to a news site from Facebook spend 
on average 1 minute and 41 seconds on the site, as opposed to 4 minutes 
and 36 seconds per visit by direct visitors. Direct visitors also view nearly 
six times as many pages per month (24.8 on average) as those coming via 
Facebook referrals (4.2 pages), and they visit a site three times as often 
(10.9) as Facebook visitors (2.9). Such results suggest that converting 
social media users to dedicated readers is not an easy task (Mitchell, 
Jurkowitz, & Olmstead, 2014). 
In addition, when the Web edition does not have an effective revenue 
model, how much good can Twitter and Facebook do even if they send 
tons of users over to the newspaper site?
In sum, the vast majority of U.S. newspapers have found no viable 
business models for any of their digital offerings. From the Web to 
mobile and social media, technologies have advanced, but the business 
model behind them has not. Each time, newspaper firms try to reap the 
first-mover advantage, giving content away for free before locating a 
revenue source, granting audience access to aggregators (first Yahoo 
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and Google, then Apple, Amazon, Facebook, and Twitter), and hoping 
to garner advertising and circulation revenue in the future. However, in 
a future where so much news and entertainment content is delivered in 
such a rapid pace onto screens that are often too small for serious reading, 
such digital revenue opportunities may never materialize.
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7. Conclusion
7.1. Suggestions for Newspaper Executives
It appears that U.S. newspapers are experiencing an identity crisis. 
Having wandered in this digital jungle for nearly 20 years, many seem 
to have lost a sense of direction. They do “what has been done or what 
everyone else is doing” (Molyneux, 2014, p. 17) as opposed to doing 
what they are good at. In fact, many have forgotten what they are good 
at or believe what they were good at is no longer relevant. To help 
newspapers “find themselves,” this book sets out to demystify such 
thinking by synthesizing relevant research and presenting the reality as 
is. All the research findings summarized in the previous chapters point 
to a number of unambiguous conclusions about U.S. newspapers’ digital 
struggles over the past 20 years. They also serve as friendly reminders 
to newspaper managers who want to revisit their technology-driven 
strategy:
1. Acknowledge that the first-mover advantage in the online news 
business rarely lasts long. Who remembers which newspaper went 
online first, and who cares anyway?
2. Acknowledge that most online display ads are ineffective and 
may remain so in the foreseeable future, and there isn’t much 
newspapers can do about it (no matter how annoying your ads 
get). In addition, Internet advertising has always been a highly 
concentrated market—the top 10 companies accounted for 71% 
of total Internet advertising revenue in 2013, and that ratio hasn’t 
changed much during the past 10 years (Interactive Advertising 
Bureau, 2014). 
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3. Acknowledge that print newspapers do not have to die. Print 
readership may continue shrinking as a result of information 
surplus, but this very “dead-tree” format is what most newspaper 
readers use, prefer, and are wiling to pay $300 to $500 a year 
for—this is great news, or, as Ken Doctor (2013) put it, “a 
good problem to have” (para.15). There are also success stories 
among print-driven publications. For example, Community 
Impact Newspaper, launched in 2005, has become a chain of 
free hyperlocal newspapers mailed to more than 1 million 
households in Texas (Community Impact Newspaper, 2014). 
Another example is Seven Days, a free alternative weekly based 
in Vermont, which had a print distribution three times larger 
in 2013 than at its inception in the mid-1990s, and its revenue 
grew more than 20% from its peak before the recession (Fallows, 
2013). In fact, a 2013 study revealed that many of this country’s 
free newspapers, most of which are print-based and rely solely on 
advertising, remained “alive and kicking” (Tennant, 2013). From 
the magazine side, there is The Week, a weekly news magazine 
launched in 2001. Its circulation has grown for 10 consecutive 
years to 569,392 (The Week, 2014), a noteworthy achievement 
while major news magazines such as Newsweek and U.S. News 
and World Report were struggling for survival (Peters, 2011). 
Despite different content orientations, the print format works 
for these publications. Therefore, as long as newspapers drop 
the misconception that print will die and try to understand why 
readers prefer print, it is not rocket science to come up with ideas 
to retain or even expand print readership. 
4. Acknowledge that not many people would pay for your digital 
products. Even among those who are interested in the content, 
many perceive the digital format as inferior, like fast food or 
ramen noodles. As for why that is the case, Chapter 5 outlined 
several plausible reasons, some of which are actually beyond 
your control. For example, reading text on a screen is just not 
as enjoyable as reading a printed paper. Moreover, what if 
human brains indeed prefer tangible over digital materials? 
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But having a paywall is not necessarily a bad thing. It will 
reduce online traffic for sure, but it may also do some good—for 
example, reversing the “cheap stuff is of low quality” perception 
discussed in Chapter 5. In addition, paywalls may protect print 
circulation, but the positive effect won’t be dramatic because 
the online edition has never been strong enough to cannibalize 
the print product in significant ways, as suggested in Chapters 
4 and 5. 
5. Acknowledge that digital is not your forte, and “platform-
agnostic” is unrealistic for the vast majority of newspapers. 
This is not to say that you don’t need to offer any digital product, 
but that is very different from “digital first, print last.” Based on 
what’s presented in this book, one may conclude that it is easier 
for newspapers to preserve the print edition than to sell digital 
products.
6. Acknowledge that print is your asset, not a burden. Print is where 
your competitive advantage lies. Google does not know how to 
run a newspaper just as you don’t know how to make money 
online. 
7. Acknowledge that no local newspapers can ever benefit from the 
economies of distribution to the extent that Google or Yahoo 
does, and no one can do anything to change that.  Simply because 
you can publish online does not make you a global publication. 
Some readers (e.g., past and future residents) visit your website 
from afar, and you may try to charge them (Chyi, 2011; Chyi & 
Sylvie, 2010b), but they, too, are interested in your local content. 
In other words, if you’re local, focus on local but make sure you 
are the authoritative, exclusive source of relevant, useful, high-
quality news and information about your market so that people 
would go find you whether you are online or offline. Without 
content exclusivity, chasing readers across multiple platforms is 
wasting the already shrinking resources and may soon tire your 
journalists out. 
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8. Acknowledge that newspaper companies may not have to die—
they are just no longer “wildly profitable” (Edmonds, Guskin, 
& Rosenstiel, 2011). The industry’s profit margins will never go 
back to 25–35%, as many newspapers once enjoyed in the 1990s 
(Picard, 2008). But even in 2010-11, most newspaper firms were 
still profitable, with typical profit margins of 5%, which was 
comparable with the S&P 500 companies’ 6% (Edmonds et al., 
2011; Soloski, 2013). 
9. Acknowledge that “digital natives” are more likely to own and 
use mobile devices but are not more likely to use them for news 
purposes (Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in 
Journalism, 2012). And they are not dropping your print newspaper 
in favor of its online counterparts. They are just far more interested 
in entertainment than news (Prior, 2007). Therefore, to retain 
young readers, newspapers should address the fundamental 
problem and make their content noteworthy (i.e., relevant or 
interesting). Focusing on distribution technology alone will never 
do the trick. 
Going back to that newspaper publisher who lamented that 
“All the effort that is going into the website is hurting the print 
edition. Could we just not do it?” (quoted in Tennant, 2013, p. 82), 
obviously no one can undo what has been done. But as long as 
newspaper firms drop the abovementioned misconceptions, value 
audience research, position themselves in the right market, offer 
noteworthy content, and deliver it through the most appropriate 
platforms, albeit not “wildly profitable,” there is certainly a future 
for this medium.
However, if newspapers continue their technology-driven strategy 
and wishful thinking, some will die in the digital jungle. And the 
“unnatural death” of print as the result of a self-fulfilling prophecy 
will carry profound implications for everyday citizens. The last 
section of this book will explain why.
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7.2. Cultural Implications
No, I’m not going to talk about the effect of vanishing newspapers on 
civic engagement or political participation, which is a shared concern 
among many journalism scholars and practitioners but is outside the 
scope of this book. Since this book focuses on user response to newspaper 
formats, I want to end it by calling everyone’s attention to the plausible-
yet-unnecessary death of print media and its impact on culture and 
civilization.  
As stated earlier, all the empirical evidence thus far suggests that the print 
newspaper as a format does not have to die. But newspaper managers 
would kill it if they continue what they have been doing: acting upon 
the misconception of an all-digital future, disinvesting in their print 
product further, and “running around arguing the sky is falling” (quoted 
in Lieberman, 2009, para. 9). All these will result in further declines in 
circulation and advertising revenue, which will then serve as further 
evidence that the print format is dying. 
Imagine that we as individual consumers love a particular product, but 
since the manufacturer and news media keep telling us that this product 
is dying, we start to believe we are going to lose it soon, and we may 
actually end up losing it, despite our preference. I sensed the making of 
such a self-fulfilling prophecy when a survey indicated that 55% of U.S. 
Internet users believe traditional media as we know it will not exist in 
10 years, even though 67% still prefer getting news from legacy media 
(Harris Polls, 2010). 
Given print is proven to be the most favorable newspaper format in terms 
of use, engagement, preference, paying intent, and advertising prospect, the 
future of newspapers hinges on newspaper executives’ decision—whether 
they choose to recognize the value of the print format or to continue acting 
upon the ill-informed assumption about an all-digital future. 
If print newspapers die an unnatural death, a domino effect involving 
the demise of other print media such as magazines and books may occur. 
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In that all-digital world, all of us will be reading digital content on a 
multitude of screens. Print, despite its being a preferred medium, will 
no longer be a choice. 
This would be okay if our brains were “platform-agnostic.” However, 
reading in print and online constitute very different experiences. A 
growing body of literature suggests that online reading often involves 
scanning and skimming and has a negative effect on comprehension 
and recall, for news (Adam et al., 2007; Eveland Jr et al., 2002; Santana 
et al., 2013; Tewksbury & Althaus, 2000) but also long-form reading 
(Rosenwald, 2014). In other words, people absorb more when reading the 
same material in print—who says that is not important if newspapers are 
supposed to inform the public? And recent industry practices may push 
the superficiality of online reading to a new height. In 2013, Yahoo spent 
£30 million buying an iPhone app, Summly, from a London teenager. 
What does the app do? It summarizes news articles in 300-400 characters 
(The Economist, 2013). But why bother since we already have the 
never-ending 140-character news tweets? And who would be surprised 
that cognitive neuroscientists suspect online reading negatively affects 
the way our brains process print materials too, and students around the 
country are having problems reading the classics because they now seem 
unbearably long and slow (Rosenwald, 2014)? 
It might be too soon to conclude that “digital reading is the intellectual 
equivalent of empty calories” (Motoko, 2008, para. 14)—although the 
analogy goes well with my Ramen Noodles Theory of online news. 
What’s astonishing is that, before anyone (scientists included) truly 
understands the cognitive effects associated with online reading, 
American educators and businesses have pushed some “transformative 
education tools” into K-12 classrooms. In North Carolina, every student 
in 18 of Guilford County’s 24 middle schools received a custom-built 
Android tablet in 2013 for class work, assignments, and educational 
games. And the rationale is cost-cutting. Arne Duncan, the U.S. secretary 
of education, couldn’t understand why this country spends $7 billion 
to $8 billion a year on textbooks when electronic devices could make 
textbooks better and cheaper (Rotella, 2013). And the chief executive of 
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the company which supplied those tablets said that education is “ripe for 
disruption” (quoted in Rotella, 2013). 
What is happening in those classrooms parallels the technology-driven 
approach dominating American newsrooms during the past 20 years, 
both suggesting that technological determinism as a way of thinking 
has become so pervasive in this society, often tangled with commercial 
interest, and its progressive-sounding narrative is hard to rebuff even in 
a free marketplace of ideas. But if McLuhan was right about the medium 
being the message, we must closely monitor the effect of digitization on 
reading and learning. 
As Robert Capps of Wired magazine put it, “We now favor flexibility 
over high fidelity, convenience over features, quick and dirty over slow 
and polished. Having it here and now is more important than having it 
perfect” (Capps, 2009, para. 9). Although research suggests that most 
newspaper readers are still able to distinguish a normal good (print) 
from an inferior good (digital), there is no guarantee that technological 
fundamentalists would not push the aforementioned self-fulfilling 
prophecy further, causing the undesirable and unnecessary death of print 
media. In the post-print world, the dominance of digital media will lead 
to further marginalization of quality content, which is, simply put, what 
used to take time to produce and consume. When most readers pick up 
a publication not because of its quality but because it is fast, cheap, and 
accessible, we are living in the age of inferiority. 
Therefore, I urge newspaper executives to change their technology-driven 
approach that is also self-destructive. And please do so before it is too 
late—when we still value quality. 
It is in this sense that everyone should care about the future of 
newspapers.
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